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OUT OF TOWN VISITORS 
Out of town vis~ors may want to: 
1. Vis~ the Kentucky Library and the Special Collections in the Kentucky Building on the campus of 
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY. A competent staff is there to help wrth genea logical 
research . Officers or chairpersons listed on the faCing page may be contacted for further assistance 
2. Visrt the County Court Clerk's office in the Warren County Courthouse, in downtown Bowling Green 
Extensflle court records, either the actual books or mICrofilmed copies dating from the time the county was 
formed In 1796, are on file there and are In excellent condrtlOn 
3 Call one of the officers or chairpersons listed in thiS Quarterly for help or VISit With us at our regular 
meeting at the HOUCHENS CENTER, 1115 Adams St , Bowling Green. KYat 7 00 PM on the third Monaa) 
In each month 
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THE LONGHUNTER 
The LONG HUNTER IS published quarterly and is mailed to approximately 100 Southern Kentucky 
Genealog ica l Society members and to 100 other societies in exchange for the" publications. Th is quarterly 
conta ins 40 to 50 pages each issue and is indexed w~h a full name index. It is designed to give researchers 
Information about the ancestors and descendants of members of the SKGS and other information from the 
South Centra l Kentucky and the North Central Tennessee areas. Members are encouraged to submit 
articles for publication. Local newspaper clippings from the past, Census Records, Records of Court 
Proceedings, Bible and Cemetery Records, Family Histories, which you may have written , Pedigree Charts, 
and photographs (send copies only), will be welcomed by our editors. 
Articles written for publication should typed or pnnted leg ibly and shou ld not be over 10 pages in length. 
Sources for Information you submrt should be stated in the article or put in footnotes at the end. The nght to 
edrt any matenal for presentation is reserved by the Longhunter Editor. Although it is the desire of the 
Southern Kentucky Genealog ical Society to publish reliable genealogical material , neither the Society nor the 
editors assume responsibility for facts or fo' opinions expressed by the contributors. Submitted material 
becomes the property of the LONGHUNTER and will not be returned to the contributor. 
QUERIES 
All members are urged to submit Queries. These shou ld be limited to about 80 words per Query, but there is 
no limit to the number a member may send in. Since the LONG HUNTER is read by people throughout the 
United States, you will be receiving maximum exposure and should be pleased wrth the results. 
BACK ISSUES 
Current and back issues of the LONGHUNTER since 1978 are availaDle for $4.00 each, postpaid. Orders 
should be placed wrth the Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 1782, Bowling Green , KY 
42101-1 782. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
The SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY welcomes donated books for review in the 
LONGHUNTER. After review all donated books are placed in the Special Collection at the Kentucky Library, 
Kentucky Bu ilding, on the campus of Western Kentucky University, in Bowling Green, KY for all to use 
Please include price and ordering instructions when you send a book in for review. If the person who 
donates a book is a member of the SKGS, the title and description of the book along with the price and 
ordering instructions will be placed with other members' books on the inside back cover of the 
LONGHUNTER. 
MEMBERSHIP DUES 
Membership dues In the SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, which are $15 per calenaar 
year and include a subscription to the LONGHUNTER, published quarterly, should be sent to SOUTHERN 
KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, P.O. BOX 1782. BOWLING GREEN, KY 42102-1782 
, 
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BOWLING GREEN, WARREN COUNTY, KENTUCKY 
(Editor'. Note: In this issue of the Longhunter we have attempted to give you some background InformatIOn 
on Bowling Green and Warren County and to focus on names and information dealing with the late 1800's. 
Hopefully, this may help some of you in pinpolntlng names from the 1890 census.) 
In 1776 Kentucky was one county and was attached to Fincastle County, Virginia. In 
1780 it was divided into three counties - Jefferson, Fayette and Lincoln . The southern 
and western parts of the state were included in Lincoln County until Logan County, which 
included all territory south of the Green River, was formed . In 1796 Warren County was 
formed from part of Logan County and Bowling Green was made the county seat in 
1797. Warren County, the 24th in the state, was named in honor of General Joseph 
Warren , a hero of Bunker Hill. 
The first settler in Warren County was Andrew McFadden who established McFadden's 
Station in 1785 on the north bank of the Barren River at the Cumberland Trace. This 
setttement was known to early settlers and was a popular stopping place for travelers 
going over the Cumberland Trail to Nashville. 
Among the first landholders in Warren County were Gen. Elijah Covington and George 
and Robert Moore. The Moores arrived from Virginia in about 1794 and are credited 
with giving two acres of land to be used as a town square and court house for the city of 
Bowling Green. The name Bowling Green, also spelled Bolin Green and Bowlingreen in 
early records, may have honored Bowling Green, Virginia . Although, some say the name 
referred to Robert Moore's "ball alley." The Moore's cabin was surrounded by a large 
grove of trees and in the late afternoon men of the village would gather there and playa 
game called bowling on the green. 
In 1810 there were only 154 residents in Bowling Green, but by 1832 a series of locks 
and dams on the Barren and Green Rivers had been completed and a portage railroad 
built from the Barren River to the site of the present day courthouse. The town began to 
prosper as it served as a shipping point for several of the surrounding counties. The L & 
N railroad , started in the early fifties, also served as a linkage to Nashville and Lou isville . 
Although no battles were fought in Bowling Green during the Civil War, it was occupied 
at times by both the South and the North. On September 18, 1861 Bowling Green was 
occupied by the Confederate forces and in November was chosen as the capital of the 
Confederate State of Kentucky. On February 14, 1862 the Confederate forces withdrew 
when reports were received that the Union forces had taken two Confederate strongholds 
nearby. However, before leaving the city they destroyed the bridges across the Barren 
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MAP OF WARREN COUNTY. 1890 
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In 1842 it took three months to receive goods ordered from Boston or New York. Goods 
had to be transported overland in wagons and were hauled for the most part by six-horM 
teams. They had a roundabout way or reaching Bowling Green. First they came by 
wagon over the mountains in Pennsylvania to the Monongahela River, at which poen« 
they were ftoated downstream by ftatboat or steamboat to Louisville. From Louisville they 
were hauled to Bowling Green in wagons. If goods came by water they were shipped by 
sail boat from Standing Point to New Orleans, up the Mississippi and Ohio to Evans"" " 
and then the Green River to Bowling Green. 
, 
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After the Civil War the business district grew rapidly and many structures were erected 
between the years 1870 and 1890. In 1868 a new courthouse was completed and the 
first waterworks system was constructed. In 1889 the first mule-drawn streetcars began 
operating. They were replaced by the first electric-powered cars in 1895. 
One of the most successful business concerns in Bowling Green in the nineteenth 
century was the dressmaking establishment of Carrie Burnam Taylor. By 1906 she 
employed more than two hundred women in the production of Taylor-made dresses. 
By 1890 Bowling Green had a population of 30,1 58. There were 116 school houses, 
5,609 dwelling houses and 225 stores. Some of business leaders were: 
George A, Scherer, born Feb. 24,1874, Bowling Green, KY, drug store proprietor. 
George A. Wallace, born May 13, 1850, Southport, Ind., piano and organ business. 
John H, Fenwick, born April 12, 1852 in County Durham, England, by profession an 
electrical and steam engineer, worked as a bookkeeper for Roemer Bros. 
W. F. Toops , merchant dealing in poultry, eggs, hides and feathers. 
Citizens' National Bank, only national bank in Warren County 
Head of the board and president - Col. T. J. Smith 
Cashier - Thomas H, Beard 
Directors - Col. Smith, Mr, C. S. Allen, Maj. R, Wells Covington, Hon. Joseph 
G. Covington, Mr. M. B. Nahm, Mr. James Cuthbertson 
P. J . Potters Sons, oldest banking firm in Warren County, established in 1869, 
P. J. Potter, J. E. Potter, W. J. Potter 
J.1. Younglove , druggist, store opened in 1842. 
Martin Devries , proprietor of the oldest and longest established bakery in the city 
Dr. E. N. Hall, Born Dec. 15, 1858, Simpson County, married Miss Blanche Robb, Oct 
17,1883, daughter of Dr. W. D. Robb. They had two daughters, Earline and Ruth . Dr 
Hall served as mayor of Woodburn , President of the Kentucky Medical Association. 
examiner for eight life insurance companies, and President of the County Board of 
Health. 
Two active organizations in Bow1ing Green in 1890 were the Commercial Club and me 
Immigration Committee. Both organizations published books in the 1890's giving very 
detailed information about Bowling Green and Warren County. However, they failed ~ ­
tell anything about the origin or purpose of their organizations. Following is a list of It'> .. 
officers and the members of each organization. 
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:Kosta of rite Commaclai Club 
H. P. Potter President C . G. Smallhouse V. President 
I. B. Wilford V. President T. J . Smith V. President 
Max B. Nahm Treasurer M. H,. Crump Secretary 
Ackerman, Peter Camp. Morton Cunen, Joe Ewing, James F. Grider, James 
Adams. Georgi Carpenter, J. E. CUIen. Ben N. EzeI. Walker Grider. JOM B. 
Adams. C. J. Carpent.r. J . W . Cuthbertson. J. C. Ennis. Marshal Grid.r. W . U. 
Adams . Ely Carpent.r. Tom W . Ennis. Fronlc Grinst.ad, C. T. 
Alexander, Frank CalT, W . M. Damon. W . E. Grissom, E. O. 
Alexander. C. J . Carson, J . O. Daughtry, W . H. Farnsworth. J. W . 
Allen. C. S. Carter , John H. Daughtry. J. H. Fenwick. John Haden. T. E. 
Alison. R. E. Cart.r. R. B. D.an, J . W . Fitzpatrick. P. H Hagerman. C. E. 
Aspley . W . Carter. Rd. V. 0.0"", I. B. Fleenor. Creed Hai. R. I 
Cartwright. H. P. Dearing, Orue Fleenor. F. B. Hay . Phil 
Bacon, L. l. Cartwright. JOM P. Oemoih. John Fleming, M. Hampton. J . A. 
Baldwin. Cassady . W . L. Demard!, W . J . Fleming. Patlick Hanley. M. J. 
Barclay, J W . I Cheij, W •• d D.mard!. Wi~am Flower • . John Harvey, Alan 
Barclay. J. H. Cherry . H. W . Denning. J. C. FoIIn, Charies W . Hatcher. W . M. 
Barclay. Joe Cherry. T. C. Devri .... Fronlc Fort>es, J. K. HawtOns. W . H. 
Barclay , Proctor Claggett . J H. Dial , W. F. Ford. Joe E. Hazelip. M. T. 
Barnes, J . J . Clane. H. T. OIstvnan, T. J. Ford. J. W . Heminger,Chas. C. 
Barnes. George L Clane.Nerge Dodd. Lon Fordyce, E. U. Heminger. L. C. 
BaIT. E. T. Clane. Samuel Dodd. Robert Fordyce. T. W . Heminger. L. A. 
BaIT. W . H. Clane. James K. DOdd. T. J. F'-"'<, M. S. Heminger. R. E. 
BarTone, R. Claypool. Austin J. Donaldson, Hugh FIrIk, H. L. Hendrick. E. L. 
Barry. T . B. Claypool , Ben Donaldson, Erosmus Hendrick. J. F. 
Bearce. John W . Claypool . G. C. Donaldson, Scott Gaines, G P. Hendrick, R. W . 
B.auchamp. Phil Claypool . Clarence Donaldson, Bun. Gaines. J B. Hendrick. J. W . 
B.auchamp, Jas. T. Claypool. W . D. Donolly, Jom Gaines. W . B. Hendrick. W . R. 
Bedinger. George W . Claypool, W . M. Door ... J. J. Galoway, John M. Hendrix. Wihm 
B.ner, W . B. Colburn. A. L. Drake, Chane. Galoway. George Herdman. Cali 
Bernhardt. M J. Colburn. A. L. Jr. DuBo ... John E. GaMn. H. L. Herdman. Guy 
Bettison. N. B. Cole, G. T. Dulaney , R. F. Ga_, Ben. F. Herdman. John M 
Blakely . W . H. Cole, Henry Ouianey . W . L. Garvin , W . F. He_. Fred 
Bloch. Adolph Collett. Geo<ge A. Dunavan, John E. Gam~. Wilom ~. J. H. 
Bowles. G. L. Collin. Chanes Dunham. Ed Gamson, Cleland Hester. T. P . 
Bowling. W . W . Colins. JOM W . Duncan, Buckner Garrison, Bee Hil. John 
Bradley. H. W . Cook • . Giles W . DLncan. Wood Garth, W . E. Hil, N. F. 
Brashear. Richard Cooke. I. B. DLncan. OIlard Garvin, Charies Hil. P J. 
Brashear. W . C. Cooke. John G. OUT_gar. Fred Garvin, Virgil Hil, Hugh 
Brashear, Wil Cooke, A. B. o..t1am, A. P. Gatewood, John W . Hil. W . B. 
Breeding . F. M. Cooke. W. A. Oumam. B. M. Gee. V. O. Hi ... E. E. 
Breeding. S. T. Cooke. Wiliam D<nton. James A. Gerard. Eugene Hin.nt, J.M . 
Briggs,J. A. Cooksey. Eucid Ourston, Jesse Gerard. F. C. Hinant. G. A. 
Briggs .J. S. Cooksey. Frank Duval, Alex Gerard, John C. H;ncky. John 
Brigham. W . C. Cooksey. PalA Gerard. E. C. Hines. E. L. 
Brough. L. S. Cooksey. R. E. Easley. R. M. Gilmore, R. J. Hines. H. B. 
Brown. Gilbert Coombs . C. M . Edley, John Gibson, Sa ...... Hines, H.C. 
Brown, M. J. Coombs. E. H. Edley. Lawrence Glenn. E. O. Hines. E. W . 
Bruns'Nick. D. Coombs. S. W . Edley , Wihm H. Glenn, S. B. Hines. W . W. 
Buck. N. N. COvington. J. G. Edwards. E. W . Glenn, T. H. Hines. J. D. 
BC<1ch. J. B. Covington. R. W . Edward • . P. F. Goode. S. V. Hines. R. B. 
Burdel. C. J . COvington. Ed. Edwards, Capt. Gorin, GeO<ge R. Hines, Walker 
Burton. C. W. Crabb. W . I. Edwel. John Gorin. J. G. Hines. Mancnam 
Cristal , Samuel E~s. lro Gorman, Dennie Hobson. Georg_ 
Cabel. B. F Crockett , Fronlc Esper. John Graham. A. W . Hobson. J J 
Cabei. J. A. Crockett , Marion Eubanlc, Bun P. Groham, H. D. Hobson. W . E 
Caden. E. R. Crofton. George Eubank. John W . Graham, Lucien Hobson. Alwood 
Caden. A. E Crofton, John Everhardt . W . D. Greer. E. A. HockerslTllth J L 
Calvert .T C Crump. M H , Ewing. L. M. Gr_. L. 
J 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Roster of the Commercial Club, (Cont'd) 
Hockersmith, R. E. Mansfield. W . W . TNahm, Cfilrence Potter. P. T Smith. C. B. 
Hockersmith. Wm. Ma"ha'.E. J. Nahm, Floyd Potter, W . J. Smith, H. F. 
Holand. M. A. Marx, Joe Nahm. Sam Potter. Eugene Smith. Joe D. 
Ho~ngsworth . G. S. Massey. T G. Nash, J. W . Potter . Morgan Smith. T. J. 
Holman. Clay Matlock, S. M. Neal. Ed Poynter, E. T. Smith. Roland 
Hoover, W . U. Mayo. George R. Newton. A. J. Prather. J . T. Smith. Henry 
Hups. E. W . Mercer, oseph Newton. James R. Preston. Jam B. South. Henry 
Hughes. Morgan Meredith. Claude Nicol. C. D. pnce. G. T. South, Jam 
Hughes. R. B. Meredith, J. E. Nordlow. Fran!< Procter. B. F. Stagg. John W . 
MerTitt . W . W . Norvel. John C . Procter. Joe H. Stark. J. D. 
Isbel. Scott Meyler, J. J. N\JgenI. Owen Pulliam. Callett Stark. J. W . 
Miller. W . H. Nugent. Owen Jr. Pyle. J. W . Sterrett , .Jame. M . 
James, George Miler. W . T. Stebbins. J. W . 
Jenkins. H. E. Milken. B. H. Obenchain. W . A. Rabold. D. J. Stephens, J. V. 
James. Henry Milken. C. M. O·Reagan. Daniel Ragland. "- J. StOl.i. E. B. 
Jenkins. L. "- Minor. Lucien O·Reagan. Tom Ragland. W . S. StOl.i. J. L. 
Jenkins. A. R. Mitchel. Eugene Overstreet. W . S. Ragland, Cha_ Sto .... J. L. Jr. 
Jomson. J . L. Mitchel. J. A. Overstreet. W . E. R.gland. Henry StOl.i . Sam 
Johnson. L. C. Mitchel. T. J. Ragland. Hugh StovaK. H. F. 
Johnson, N. P. Mitchel. Thoma. J. Par1<s. W . H. Ragland. Gn.ndy Strange. F. L. 
Johnson, S. B. Mitchel, W . H. Patteson. C. C. Redford. J. F. Strange. Rochester 
Johnson. Valentine Mize. Wibm Patte"on. A. Y. Redman. J. C. Stubbins. J. B. 
Jones. R. E. Moore. C. M. Patterson. F. Y. Renfrew. Byron Sh .. geon. J. W . 
Jones, W . H. Moore. L ..... Patterson. J.R. Richards. GeorgeC. SUI>IeIt . S. B. 
Jones. Henry Moore. R. F. Payne. E. G. RobeMson, J. M. Sublett . Temp J . 
Morningstar . R. E. Payne. J. H. Robinson. John A. Sulvan. P. B. 
Kahn. Lee Moms. W . G. Ponce. J . J. Roemer. E. F. Sulvan. T. J. 
• Keiffer. Jacob Mo,s. McKenzie Perkins. Mtu Rochester. Wi.am Sulivan. R. L. 
Kemble. J. A. MoItIey. E. H. Pertdns. J. C. Rocheller. Nez Sumpter, E. B. 
Kemp, James M. Mottley. P. B. Perklne. stapleton Rodes. Robert Sumpter. J . B. 
Keogh. Harry MoItIeY. Cha_ Pering, Fran!< Rodes, RoOer1 Jr. Sumpter. S. W . 
Keogh. Wilam Muir. R. Perlng. S. Rodes. Jam B. Sumpter. W . C. 
Kerr, J. D. ~. Fran!< Pertng. M . Rodee. W . O. 
Keune, Fred Mlnde. C. "- Pervy , W . F. Roup, O. "- Taylor. A. H. 
Keifer ,J. L. Murray. Hugh Philpo. D. H. Roup. Arch Taylor. F. K. 
Kirby , J. Bnggs . Myers. George W . Philpo. Aaron Roup. Thoma. T. Taylor. John 
Kirby . Wilam Mc,IJaIt., James Philpo. Emory Russel. Charles M . Taylor. Sila. 
Kister. F. L. McCormack, Mhur Philpo. Mtu RUSMII. Vincent Temple. A. L. 
Knight. George McCormack. E. G. Philpo. W . H. Temple. M. E 
Knox. George McCormack. Jos N. Pillsb<.ry. Keith Thoma • • Frank M. 
McERy. C. U. Pihb\.ry. W . E. Salobury. B. V. T1iOmas. R. C. P 
Lane. Fran!< McEroy. W . D. Poe. Thoma. Sa_. GeorgeW. Thoma. T. W 
Lermond. B. O. McGinnis. T . S. Pollard. Thomas Satterileld. Henry Thomas, Kiah 
Lawson. D. M McKenzie. JomesA. Port .... L. R. Schneidw. Joe Thompson. Chanes 
Lawson. A. R. McKeown, L. Port .... C. W . ScIUz. Wllam Thomp.on. G W 
Lee. T. B. McGinnis. R. K. Porter. E. A. Scott. Wilam M. Thompson, Jesse 
Lrwi . H. W . _n. I.D. Porter. E. H. SettIe, B. M. Townsend. G. E 
L ...... J. C. _n. H. K. Porter. Fran!< SettIe. T. F. Tnpp. G. M 
Lewi. , J. D. McGoodwin. Po ... Porter. Horold Settle. W . E. Twymen, R. C 
Lewi. , W. H. McGuire. M. P. Porter. Nat A. SettIe. J. B. Turpin. John 
Lewis. W . L. McKay. Felx Porter. W . F. 5_. Simon Tyler. James W 
Lewis , C. L. McKay. Porter Posey. R. E. Shall>. J. R. 
Loving. L. L. McLure. R. L. Potter, H. P. Sherer, He<Yy Underwood. W T 
Lov;ng, James McNeal. Chanes Potter. J. E. Sherer, Henry Jr. Unde"'ood. F V 
Loving. John McNeal. W . L. Potter, Jam M. Simmons. J. M. lklderwood. Robert 
Luddington. John McSwine. Roben Potter, J. Whit Simmons. J. W . 
Lyles , Abb. Potter, L. D. Sims, J. C. Valenti. F J 
Nahm, Ben Potter, lewis Sma". H. B. Venabl • . R. H 
Madden, Patrick Nahm. Max B. Potter, Moses I SmallhO<.lse. C. G Vick , J. W 
Maier, Frank Nahm. Moses Potter. P J. Smai1house. Ed Vick. Emest 
Mallory . J. H. Nahm. Chane. S. Potter , P T. Smallhouse. Geo , VoJgel . George 
Vooot Jam 
Walen. J C. 
War""". L. J . 
Wltkins. W. R. 
Witt . Ben 
Witt. Ben 
Witt. Ed 
WetJb . J . H. 
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Roster of the Commercial Club, (Cont'd) 
WetJb. Ben 
Welch. T. S. 
West. J . T. 
WheeIer,Chlries 
Wheeler. H. F. 
WIgand. Jam 
WlWord. I. B. 
Wilford. R. M. 
Wlllenon, J . H. 
WlIdM. Jam M. 
WIld .... C_ 
Will ... , G. P. 
WlI.".. J . Torn 
Will. George 
WlIoon, G . T. 
WIN .... Charles 
WI...."., W. B. 
WlnoIHd. L. D. 
WI_d, T. V. 
'MIhers\>Oon. T. M. 
Womoel<. R. B. 
Wood. Georoo w. 
WOO<t<iatd. Jam T. 
Wootton, Peter 
Wor1Iir9on, V. 
~. A.C . 
WI1It11. T. B. 
CH"" \. WALlo., I OVTHt"" NOIIIIII.AI. IICHOOl. ANO 8 UIH .. '''' COI..Lloc. IOWUHQ a .... N. Ky. 
WI1It11. D. w. 
WI1It11. H. 8. 
WI1It11. Wlilm R. 
WI1It11. J . Wli 
Wyoll, Alex 
Wyilo, W . B. 
, 
, 
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Immigration Commltt~~ 
C. G. Smallhouse Chairman M. H. Crump Secretary 
Bowting Gr •• n Sledge. Wi*am Logsden. Henry LeWl5. John G. Boiton, William 
P.O. Kirby. James F. Mi~ken . C . C. Beck. Reuben Shields. W T 
Kirby , Jasper E. Mi*ken. K. W . Beck. Beveney l-kJnter, James 
Ennis Ma...nal Hunt . Arch Runner . W . E. Stahl. John 
Chairman Lightfoot. Sidney Hooaker, P. M. Galloway's Mil Davenport . William 
Adams . John Justice, Alfred Gott. M. P. P. O. 
Atchison. Andrew Hadley P. O. 
Buckner. James Briston!WI P. O. Cave Mil P. O. Adams , James 
Berry. GeOfge Chairman Smith . T. J. 
Bonner, Harry McKay. Frank Ezell , W . W . Galloway. A. M. Chairman 
Coleman, Winiam Chairman Chairman Price. T. D. McGinnis, W R. 
Campbel. James Meador, A. G. Dial . Thoma. Cox. Zachary Taylor. Robert 
Chapman. Thomas McGinnis. W . R. Wilson,l William Jackson. John W . Smith. William 
CoHet. John Jackson. M. L. Dial . John Cox. J. P. Wiley. Jeff 
Donaldson, E~ Buckner,Richard Stewart, Garrett Ragland, W J. Smith, C 0 
Davenport , Chanes Collett. Eugene Elfis , Thorna, Wilson, Wiliam Hurd. R. B. 
Dicicerson, Thos. R. Quisenberry. Wm. Steveson, JaM Dial. Tom La'NTence. Char1es 
Dobson. Chanes B. Jenkins, Samson Steveson, Wil Martin. J. H. Cohron. Jam M. 
Deering. Henry lucas, JOM P. McGown. Robert Shanks, G. W . Huff, PMp 
Ennis, Frank Kely , James C. Coley , Thoma. 
Ewbank, John Dnlke P. O. Halsell P. O. 
Falin, Wi~am Alvaton P. O. Claypool P. O. 
Fo~n . John Madison, M. B. Miller. W . T. 
• Follin, Alwood Larmon, Hugh Rector, W . W . Chairman Chairman 
Garrison. Lucien CheirTTJen Chairmen Goodrum, T. Wih Jenkins. H .. E. 
t10Ilanct James Kirby, Lee Willoughby. John Jackson. Fayette Ale.ander, J. W . 
Hay. Phil Larmon, John Francis, S. W . Oevoi,er, John C. Taylor, J. A. 
Jenkin. John C. Larmon, Eugene Claypool, S. M. Jackson. Ben Penner. W. F 
Jackson, Charles Leaton, A. J. Tabor. Wihm Holland, Ben Jones. J. H. 
Kirtley , Sam 'Nheeler, John M. Morehead. Love! Goom.m, John L. Min .... Henry 
Loving, John Hodges, L. C. B. Crow, George Skaggs, Jame. Miler. Btuford 
Madison. Roland Poe, Chane. G. Adair, Dr. Massey , John Flora. Hlenry 
Manning, John Bate., J. P. White , Ed Neale, Dr. J. L. Rumer. A. C. 
Miner, Hlenry Davison, A. C. Lee, I. T. 
Miler. Jacob Francis. Enoch Glrt"n P. O. Hays P. O. 
Mercer. Joe Pearson, W . H. Gr • .., Mil P. O. 
Mitchell , David Spalding. A. S. Ferguson, E. G. 
Mitchel, George Cassady P. O. Murray, A. P. Chairman ChalfTnan 
Potter. C~nton Chai"".n McFarland, John Garman, C W . 
Potter, Chanes W . Hardcaslle. F. M. Porter, R. E. Drake, Alfred Hays, R. J. 
Runner , R. B. ChairrMn Claypoot, J. J. Bryant, John A. Garrison, JamesW. 
Smith, James Perry Hardcastle, Ewing Isbel. Calvin stone. D. E. Wood. John J. 
Shields. Sam Hunt . Joe Claypool, Ben Drake, Wiliam Kimble, John 
Smith, T. Pilcher Votaw, M. W . Cox, C. F. Miler, W . G. Swearingen. Dr. 
Smith. Elijah Hil, J. J. Sea~, Clay Beck, Elit.J Greer. John M. 
Sears. Raletgh Hil. Hugh Isbel , Euclid J_ns, C. M. Hays. James M 
Woods. John D. ante, J. H. Sears. Abert Stone. John E. Shaml. Ben F 
White. H. D. Francis, D. Mason, Houston 
Woodcock, William Brite, N. O. Gr ..... Castle P. O. Hydro P. O. 
Finney. Oscar Darby P. O. 
Allen Spring. P.O. Gilmore. A. J. Taylor. J L Hays. J . H. H. 
Gilmore, J. M. Lewis, Bedford Chai"".n ChaIrman 
Sledge. H. M. Chairman Reeves. J H. Stone . O. 8 
Chairman Glenn Moor P. O. Mi~er , C. A. Taylor. Alfred I lawrence . W F 
Johnson. Robert Wilson, R~self Miner. I F I Colo. M. L 
Callis . Wash wan. Wash Wilson B N. Richards. William Lawrence luther 
Johnson. James L. Chllirman Wilson Martin Campbell . Geo W Cole A H 
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Immigration Committee, (Cont'd) 
Jaggers . H. V Haines, Jom l. White. E. H. Gtimes. James 
Palmer, Tom Amos. D. C. Haines , James A. . Beckham. P. H. L""';s. Char1es 
Lawrence, E. l. ChaIrman Wil~a~ . James M. Floyd. Cinton 
Claypool. Scott Gaines. Wiliam Roc_~. O. • lA/halen. Va_ne 
Iron Bridg. P. O. Jordan.J. S. Jones. JoIYI 
Cowles. Hervy ClI.ncan. Wood Milken. L. R. 
Phinips . Sid Gossom,Tandy Richerd.vil. P. O. Chairman Amos. Jack 
Chainnan Gossom. Char1es Reed. I. A. Watt, Wash 
E~od . T. E. Jones . Char1es Speck. G. E. ClI.ncan, Ed WhlIin. Wiliam 
Morehead. J. W . Amos. Breel< Chairm.n ClI.ncan. Dilard 
Howel. J. C. Craig, Carl Cherry . Efijah Tallott . Nathan Sm_h'. Grov. 
Hunt. M S. Cole , James Cherry . Adam McDavitt, Oscar P.O. 
Hay • • FranK Basham. Hiram Brown. David 
Recter. S. C. Plena P. O. Miler. Hervy Mos., Morton B\.rton. C. W . 
Duckett. Austin Flora. Ema ....... Smith, John Chairman 
Claypool. J. W . Potter, M. C. L ....... Josephus Mo •• , Torn Stone. W . T. 
Chairman Alford. W . T. L ...... , 1.0. Coolt • . Wi'am H. 
Mellock P. O. Hagerman. Hervy Hi • . FranK Andrews, Ben McDaniel. T. E. 
Mercer, Nat Dum, Adolp/>.>o PeI1cins. BenF. Crunp. Wilam 
Anderson. W. P. Isbel. Ewing Andr ...... , Joe Howard. Arch 
Chairman Potter. Jame. Rich Pond ~. O. Stone, VIrgil Rudel, L. D. 
Bass. Filmore Potter. Fulton R. Kirby. David 
Amold, James A. Dickey, Jame. Harri • . S. O. Rockland ~. O. Kirby. J. R. 
Herrington. B. C. Kelley. Eugene Chairman LaRue. Dr. T. B. 
Byrum. John L. Keley . Shandy Potter. J. W . Cohnon, Ben Alexander. Reuben 
Matlock, C. A. Hagerman. Thoma. Runner, Wilam Cheimran Alan. Dr. M. P. 
Byrum. M. J. Butt •. John W . Cherry, G. W . _. L~ 
Venable. Joe Ph-'P.O. SklIe • . Char1es W . Philps,J ...... EI • . John 
White. He,yy S-at, John McGImi., Ja",.. 
Chapman. H. D. Phalen. W . E. Hil, W . B. Cherry. John Alan Woodburn P. O. 
Merritt , C. H. . Cheimran Smith, J. J. Stal'l, Alex 
'MIIte. M. O. Smith. Wi.am S1a1'/. Ben Amos. Cha • . B. 
Memphia Junction Dougherty, A. G. Smith, C. C. Horton. John Cheimran 
P. O. Smith, M. M. Skiles, Richard Beck, Wilam Ragland. J. P. 
stone. R. D. Phelps. Ja",.. Sprouse. Hetvy Travelst.ad, H. H. 
Dishman. Torn Graham. M. R. Gaines. Wllam Hines, Thoma. Chaney. J. R. 
Chairrnan Shroader, Robert Harden. WI"m 
Hay. Phil Carr¢et. Wllam Riverside ~. O. SUnny_~.O. Harden. Mit 
Gerard, Wilam Gray, Georve W . _ , James 
Swe_y, Jesse E. Mi ..... L..ther J. Mitchel, H. P. _ck,J. A. Nicol. S1e11ing 
Asher, Char1es H"... PI~ B. Cheitm8n Che/tmen Nicol. V. I(. 
Jones, H. O. Almond. Wibm Upton, Eijah Glenn. HeIYy E. Robb. Dr. J. W . 
Moonnan, L .. M. Smith. W . A. Upton. I'D Wanaw, James A. Hal, Dr. 
Carr¢et. Wi.am Keowne. MeM .. Stewart. Torn Strange, N. R. McElwain, Jame. 
Galloway, Jell Whit • • Eugene Stewart, a..w.tI Luca • • N. A. Wlla .... J. Torn 
Huct>al. J. T. Lucal, L .. Morri • . James 
Motley~. O. ~oIky"~. O. CoIe, _ carpent_, L'- SIoIa, Marlon 
Rumer, WI.am McGImi • . Andrww Neale, R. D. 
MoHey, John K. Manning, J. U. Roane. M. B. Hay., Thoma. Neale, Wi.am 
CheifTMn Cheimran DougIa • . Ben Wrt'if" Char1es 
Moulder. Valentine Carter. J. A. Send"~. O. Wilkerson, J. M. 
Motley. Roberl Kuykendal. Ike Thro. ~otIc. ~. O. Matloclc. James 
Robinson. J . A. Garrison. John W . Floyd, John 
Robinson, Joe Finney. Z. H. SO<.ther. J. H. Che/tmen 
Mottey, Daniel ChaiffNn Grl",.., 5<AYan 
Oaklend ~. O . Hays. FranK P. Morgan. Fimey Wileen, John 
.. 
• 
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EDUCATION IN BOWLING GREEN AND WARREN COUNTY 
As early as 1775 children in Kentucky attended a dame school taught by Mrs. 
William Coomes in Fort Harrod, KY. But early legislation in Kentucky centered 
on the establishment of academies. After 1794, as new counties were 
established, the Legislature chartered academies in them (although many only 
existed on paper) . It was not until 1838 when the third Kentucky Constitution was 
written that serious consideration was given to educational legislation. This 
document covered every aspect of creating a universal free public system: school 
taxes, teacher qualifications, a board of local elected trustees, and ownership of 
school property. But many hurdles such as finances, suitably prepared teachers, 
and appropriate textbooks were still to be overcome before a universal public 
school system was established in Kentucky. 
During the 1800's numerous small schools were established in Warren County so 
that by 1900 there were eighty-three white schools and 29 colored schools in the 
county. On file at the Warren County Board of Education are school census 
records dating back to 1906. These records include parents' name, pupil's name 
and date of birth. The ages of the students range from six to eighteen years, so 
most would have been born in the 1880's or 1890's. The names are recorded by 
school and then by families. 
Note: The Board of Education does not have ava ilable help for resea rching names in these records. 
If you need to verify a name in this time period and want the school census checked, contact the 
Longhunter editors. You will need to supply the family name and approximate location of reSidence 
in order to know which school the children would have attended. 
It was not until 1881 that the citizens of Bowling Green voted to establish a system 
of graded public schools. Even then , there was much opposition as many felt that 
it was the responsibility of parents to educate their children . Public schools 
should exist only for poor children, and people of any means should educate their 
children themselves. 
The first board of school directors consisted of Mayor H. C. Hines, A. J. 
Claypool, T. J. Smith, J. A. Mitchell, J. M. Wilkins, J . A. Graham, and H. E. 
Jenkins . They visited a newly erected school building in Hopkinsville and then 
built a duplicate one in Bowling Green. The building was completed in the winter 
and school opened January 29, 1883. The building had a seating capacity 01 
eight hundred, and was considered a model of architectural beauty and 
convenience. 
Public high school classes were not taught until the 1900's. The first sessions 
were taught in Center Street School , and the first class, five girls and one boy, was 
graduated in 1912. However, before this tim~ several private schools were in 
L-_ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
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existence in the area so secondary education was not totally neglected. 
One of the oldest educational institutions in Bowling Green was St. Columba's 
Academy. It was opened in 1862 by four Sisters and was conducted by the 
Sisters of Charity, under the auspices of Father DeVries . At first the school 
occupied rented buildings, but as the enrollment grew a more suitable location 
was purchased so that day students and a limited number of boarding students 
could be received . The following description of the school is taken from Ii. 
Magnificent Ladv - Effie Simpson Young - 1871 - 1960 by Asher Leon Young . 
I know very little of grandma's adolescent years. I do know that she attended the 
St. Columbia Academy In Bowling Green. Just when or how long she was in 
attendance, I have not been able to determine, as there are no exact records of 
the pupils attending this instrtution . It is most certain that her attendance was 
after the death of her mother and prior to her marriage. This places the period of 
attendance between the years of 1883 and 1891 . Nerther is rt known whether 
she finished the loca l school and went to St. Columbia for addrtional education 
or whether she was sent to boarding sChOol to alleviate some of the friction at 
home. 
St. Columbia Academy or "The Siste(s School" as grandma called rt, was 
operated by the Catholic Slste" of Charity of Nazareth. It was founded in 
1869 and was located on Center Street on what is presently the srte of the 
Bowling Green Junior High School. The building stood back of the present 
gymnasium and for many years after the discontinuance of the Academy in 
1912, was used as the residence of the custodian of the High School. For 
seven years prior to the formation of the Academy, the Sisters operated the 
st. Joseph SChool. During rts existence the Columbia Academy became 
the alma mater of many distlnguished women of the area. 
In 1873 Robert W. Ogden bequeathed $50,000 for the establishment of a local 
college and a similar sum for scholarships for Warren County and Kentucky boys. 
As a result Ogden College was founded in 1877 and continued to educate young 
men until it became a part of Western Kentucky University in 1926. Under the 
leadership of Hector loving, who served as regent and trustee until 1913, two 
buildings and seven or eight acres of land were rented in 1677 and then 
purchased in 1660 from the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. The church 
had operated Warren College, a preparatory school , on the grounds from 1872 to 
1876. 
A private, nondenominational women's school , Potter College, was incorporated 
by the General Assembly on May 12, 1690. The first president. Rev. B, F. 
Cabell , and a local banker, Pleasant J, Potter, raised $21 ,160 for the 
construction of a three-story building to provide living and academic facilities. The 
school , which was located on Vinegar Hill, opened on September 9, 1869, with 
eleven faculty members and approximately two hundred students. It remained in 
operation until 1909 when due to the growth of public education and the ill health 
of President Cabell the school closed . The property and buildings were sold to 
Western Kentucky State Normal School , which later became Western Kentucky 
, 
• 
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University. 
Other institutions of learning were also established in Bowling Green and Warren 
County. "Normal School" under the leadership of Prof. H, H. Cherry actually 
included three schools . Southern Normal School, the Bowling Green Business 
College and the National School of Telegraphy, Civil Service, Railroading and 
Express. Vanderbilt Training School, located at Smith's Grove, was headed by 
W. H. Pritchett, A. M. Through the benevolence of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Potter the 
Potter Bible College was founded. J. A. Harding served as president of the 
college and included on the faculty were J. N. Armstrong, M. C. Kurfees, R. N. 
Gardner, R. C. Bell, and J. A. Klinyman . 
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WARREN CO , KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
FI NNEY, GENIE and ~ETTIE RICHEY; 05 Mar 1896 by I S Stovall at 
Martinsville Chu rch ipo G W Knight & Emery White; S:H Richey; [Y-
154) . 
FINNEY, JAMES and JUDITH MARTIN, both over 21 ; 03 Jun 1825; S:John 
Owens; [A-76 ; T-B). 
FINNEY, JOHN and LUCINDA THOMAS; 28 Jul 1829 by James Greenup; 
S:2acheriah Thomas; [A-76; T-B,R). 
FINNEY, JONATHAN and PEGGY DEVINE [DIVINE); 02 Jan 1812 by John H Owen; 
[A-75; T-R). 
FINNEY, JOSI AH MAPLES and SARAH FOLEY; 07 Mar 1818; S:William Skiles; 
Name on bond is Swinney, signature written by clerk over his mark 
is Finney; o[T_B). 
FINNEY, MASON and ETTA CLARK; 12 Nov 1896 by L P Arnold at James 
Philips' ipo Benjamin Stahl & Hardy Thomas; S:J P Phillips; [Y-
237) . 
FINNEY, OSCAR, age 28, (F b All Co & M b Bar Co), and CAROLINA NEWTON 
GILMORE, age 17, both b & res War Co (F b Mont Co & M b War Co ) ; 
14 Dec 1871 at Rebecca Gilmore's; her cons to marry "Ork" Finny by 
M (Rebecca A Gilmore) w/b G W Gilmore & S:James M Gilmore; [M- 74) . 
FINNEY [FINNY), ROBERT and ISYPHENIA RENICK; 03 Jan 1835; S:James 
Renick; [A- 76; T -B) • 
FINNEY, WILLIAM MORGAN and LAURA A CLAYPOOL; 23 Mar 1876; S:J F Renick; 
[0-211]. 
FINNIE, see FINNEY. 
FINNY, see FINNEY. 
FISHBACK, FREDERICK J and MARY E FORD; 09 Nov 1897 by G W Nutter at 
Smiths Grove ipo George B Moulder & M J Ferguson; S:A C Fishback & 
A M Causey; [Y-392; T-L,CJ. 
FISHER, F E and DAISEY 0 BRADLEY; 02 Oct 1888; S:A B Claypool & E L 
Runner; mar cert is blank; [U-85]. 
FISHER, JAMES and ANNIE DENTON; 27 Aug 1882 by H E Jenkins at Widow 
Denton's ipo John Collett & S:James A Page; [R-341; T-L,C). 
FISHER, JAMES 0 and S E SMITH, both over 21; 26 Sep 1848 by I J Fisher; 
S:William B Smith pr her age; [A-77; T-B,L,R]. 
FISHER, ROBERT W, age 23, b Bar Co (F b KY, M b NC), and NANCY T TAYLOR, 
age 16, b All Co & both res War Co (F & M b KY); 29 Dec 1870 at 
S:Milton Taylor's; [L-269). 
FISK , ROBERT and REBECCA M PERKINS ; 31 Aug 1843; S:Henry J Evans; [A-77; 
T-B ]. 
FITZER, FREDERICK and BARBARA BROFFE; 24 Aug 1869 at Bowling Green by R 
K Smoot; S:Frederick Hesprine & Marie Winkleman; [K-157]. 
FITZGERAlD, EASOM and ELEANOR GLASS; 20 Feb 1844 by H C Read; her cons 
by Gdn (S:John S Truitt) in person; [A-77; T-B,L,R]. 
FITZPATRICK, W L and NOLIE BUTLER; 18 Oct 1900 by James Waters at 
Bowling Green ipo Mrs James, Marshall, Lilian and Marie Waters; 
S:Alex Butler; [2-418]. 
FIT2WILLIAMS, F PRICE and ELI2ABETH CLAY JACKSON; 25 Jun 1868 by 
Bottomley; S:Tobias S Grider; [B-138, J-247]. 
FLAHERTY, JOHN and ELLEN LOVELL; 20 Feb 1900 by Thomas J Hayes at 
Bowling Green ipo S:James E Garrhy & Mary M Lane; [2-331]. 
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WARREN CO, KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
FLATT, DAVID and POLLY HAMM; IS06; S:Harr y Blasingam; her cons by F 
(John Hamm ) ; [A-75; T-B,&}. 
FLEE~OR, WALTER P and ALICE NELSON; 02 May IS94 by J V Stephens ipo Mrs 
J V Stephens & Mrs Wesley Alsup; S:Charles W Wiley; [X-140}. 
FLEE~OR, WALTER PAYTON, age 25, b KY ( F & M b VA), and FANNIE DISHMAN, 
age 16, b & both res War Co (F & M b War Co); 01 Oct 1873 at 
S:John Dishman's; [N-156}. 
FLEMING, J G and MAGGIE HOWARD; 20 Feb 1879 by J deVries at Bowling 
Green ipo Michael Hanley & Annie Tierney; S:Patrick Nolan; [Q-
2oo } • 
FLEMING, THORNTON, see CUMMINGS. 
FLETCHER , ADOLPHUS and CAROLINE E BROOKS; 04 Apr IS36 by S W Calvert; 
S:Franklin S Jones; [A-76; T-B,L,R}. 
FLETCHER, JAMES M and MARTIIA A F "FANNIE" MASON; 31 Dec 1857 by James A 
Chase at Harris Mason's ipo Joel Morehead & Samuel Johnson; S:A E 
Nicoll; [B-45, E-9; F-L, T-C}. 
FLETCHER, WILLIAM and PATSY WILMOT; 04 Jun 1804; S:Thomas Highsmith; [T-
B} • 
FLIPPIN, ISAAC, over 21, and NANCY WATT, dl o (S:Samuel Watt); 30 Oct 
1816; [T-B}. 
FLIPPIN , THOMAS and ELIZABETII BAUGH; 18 Nov 1816 by Samuel Watt; [T-B}. 
FLIPPIN, WILLIAM and POLLY JOHNSON; 10 Dec 1797 ; S:William Gill; [T-B}. 
FLORA, EMANUEL R and SARAH MILLER; 2S Dec IS76 by W T Furniss at H 
Miller's ipo Aaron Cherry & Frank Miller; S:C H Miller; [P-l00}. 
FLORA, HENRY and MRS MARY ANN SCHROADER [SHROADER}, both over 21; 06 Mar 
1845 by William Hendrick; S:Samuel V Goode; [A-77 ; T-B,L,R}. 
FLORA, HENRY ( JR) and SARAH J MILLER, dlo (David Miller, dec'd), both 
over 21; IS Jun IS46 by John Sturgeon; S:Joseph Miller; [A-77; T-
B,L,R}. 
FLORA, ISAAC and WINNEY JORDAN; 23 Oct lS42 by William Hendrick; cons of 
Par (S :Hiram Jordan) in person; [A-76; T-B,L,R}. 
FLORA, JOHN and POLLY ANN PENNER; 07 Sep 1877 by John N Tinsley at 
bride's ipo A C Young & Woodford Wilson; [P-lSS, F-CJ. 
FLORA, JOHN Wand MARTIIA J BURNETT; 01 Jul 1882 by John Richards at Mr 
Burnett's ipo John B Floyd & C C Eadens; S:Hugh F Smith; (R-330). 
FLORA, ROBERT Hand ANGENISSA FLOYD; 20 Jan 1874; S:Henry Flora; [N-
278 J • 
FLORA, WILLIAM and LETTIE A BRATCHER; 07 Sep 1878; S:C B Penner; mar 
cert is blank ; [Q-I04}. 
FLOR A, WILLIAM A and MARY E BURNETT; 23 Dec 1880 by Rev John Richards at 
N A Burnett's ipo C P & G N Rone Jr; S:John A Millican; [R-122; T-
C} • 
FLORA, WI LLIAM THOMAS and SUSAN F FLOYD; 24 Dec 1868 by Arnold; S:G ideon 
Floyd; [B-145, J-393}. 
FLOURNOY, JOHN and NANCY MARIA CLIFFORD KEEL; 13 Feb 1851 by Samuel 
Garrison; S:James Keel; [A-77; T-B,R}. 
FLOWERS, FIDELiA and MARGARET E CANNON; 10 Jun 1856 by Hawkins; S:Thoma. 
Mills; [B-33, 0-173}. 
FLOWERS, GEORGE, over 21, and PARMELIA RHOADS; 23 Apr 1817; S:Ben jaJDln 
Miller; her cons by F (Henry Rhoads) w/b David Grabill & James 
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WARREN CO , KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
flOweRS, PL EASANT J S and ELIZABETH WHITTENDON; 02 Nov 1831; S:Bolin 
Clarke ; [T-B l . 
FLOWERS, TANDY T and HARTHA E BROWN; 09 Oct 1879 by J W Hud nal l at 
Flatrock Church ipo George Hanley & William Harlow; S:James Brown; 
[Q-2751 . 
flOYD, ALEXANDER C and MARY W HILLER; 26 Jan 1859 by Jesse H South at 
S:William Hiller's ipo him & William Grimes; [B-54 , E-275; F-L,Rl. 
flOYD, GIDEON and VIRINDA VERNON; 27 Feb 1837; S:Jesse Watt; [T-Bl. 
flOYD, GIDEON and RHODA C TAYLOR; 26 Jan 1846; S:James W Taylor; ·.cons by 
Par (Joseph Taylor ) in person; [A-77; T-B,Ll. 
FLOYD, GIDEON 0, 2nd mar, age 51, ( F & H b Had Co), and MRS MARGARET S 
SWEENEY, age 42 , both b & res War Co (H b War Co); 02 Oct 1873 by 
L P Arnold at Jackson White's ipo Thomas Flora & Richard Floyd; 
S: John H White; [N-154; T-L,Cl. 
FLOYD, JOHN and LUVENIA RICHMOND; 21 Oct 1859 by B M Herrington at his 
res ipo M D Herrington & Carrel Henson; S:Isaac Floyd; [B-59, E-
405; F-L, T-Cl. 
flOYD, M B and ANGELINE ELMORE; 10 Nov 1874; her own cons w/b William 
Whalin; [0- 69; T-Bel. 
flOYD, MELVIN Band PERMELIA SIMMONS; 30 Dec 1869 by French; S:Will iam 
Simmons; (Divorced in Edmonson Co before 27 May 1872); [8-156, K-
4521 • 
flOYD, MELVIN Band ROSILLA ANN CHILDERS; 23 Feb 1876 by L P Arnold at 
bride's ipo Thomas Flora & Samuel Goode; S:Ab Upton; [0-443; F-Cl. 
flOYD, N E and MINNIE WILSON; 10 Feb 1898 by T M Hays at Jesse Wilson's 
ipo E R Beck & R G Floyd; S:J H Wilson: [Y-454]. 
flOYD, P M and SARAH E BECI; 25 Oct 1877 by S:G N Schroader at his res 
ipo John T Vance & John Isbell; [P-203]. 
flOYD, P OM and ALICE NELSON; 18 Dec 1890 by Y K Crandell at Greencastle 
ipo S:J A Cherry, bride's Gdn, & T B Cox; [V-197; T-L,C]. 
FLOYD, R 0 and LOUISA CATHERINE FLORA: 21 Dec 1875; S:Henry Flora; [0-
359]. 
FLOYD, R G and HALLIE T GRAHAM; 15 Aug 1895 by George H Sweatt at her 
father's ipo N E Floyd & William Miller; S:John L Graham; [Y-23]. 
flOYD, RICHARD G and AMERICA F MILLER; 26 Mar 1882 by Elder 0 A Smith at 
Jacob Miller's ipo H F Davenport & J T Wilson; S:James T Miller; 
[R-306]. 
flOYD, SIMEON and ELIZABETH VERNON, 25 Jan 1832 by Jesse Moon; her cons 
by H (Elizabeth Vernon) w/ b S:William Vernon & William N Floyd; 
[A-76; T-B,Bel. 
FLOYD, WILLIAM, of age, and HALVINA PENNER; 24 Jun 1850; her cons by F 
(Peter Penner) in person; [A-77; F-L]. 
flOYD, WILLIAM N and LUCY QUISENBERRY; 19 Dec ~837; her own cons w/b 
S:Joseph Morris & J S Quisenberry; [T-B,Be]. 
FOLLIN, ATWOOD and MRS N A FOLGER; 27 Dec 1894 by Robert T Adair at 
S:John F Follin's ipo Mr & Mrs John Follin: [X-340]. 
FOLLIN, ATWOOD N and SARAH H THOMAS; 28 Dec 1869 by Thomas; S:B D 
Thomas; [B-IS7, K-4471. 
FOLLIN, CHARLES Wand HELEN JANE CHAPMAN ; 03 Oct 1883 by J D Caldwell at 
S:J J Chapman 's ipo him & Felix Fuqua; [S-42; T-L,C]. 
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\oiARRE~ CO , KY 1797- 1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS . CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
FOLLI~. JOHN F and ANN ELIZA SHANNON; 05 Apr 1859 by A C Dickerson at 
her father's i po J Rumsey Garr ison, Harrison Shannon , Thomas R 
Dickerson & Frank Cook; S:Samuel Shannon; [B-56, E-315; F-L, T-C). 
FOLLIN, JOHN G, over 21, and EMALINE M FOLLIN; 20 Nov 1849; her cons by 
F (S:loii lliam Follin ) in person; [A-77; T-B,L,R}. 
FOLLIN, JOHN Ioi and ETHEL LIVELY; 20 Dec 1899 by C 0 Bates at Trinit y Cum 
Pres Church ipo J T Smith & L H Skiles; S:M F Lively; [2-264). 
FOLLIN, JOS EPH L and HETTY A RAY, bo th over 21; 23 Sep 1845; her age pr 
by S:Benjamin Ray; [A-77; T-B,L). 
FOLLIN, THOMAS G and ADA YOUNG; 24 Jan 1900 by L E Campbell at Mrs 
Louisa Young's ipo Ioiilliam Anderson & S:E G Young; [2-316 ). 
FONVIlLE, JOE 0 a,nd MAGGIE GUY; 10 Oct 1893 by M M Smith at S:Samuel 
Guy's ipo him & Miss Lettie Madison; [W-393). 
FONVIlLE , R 0 and LASSI E HINTON; 16 Feb 1887 by ViI P Thomas at S:Joseph 
Hinton's ipo Ioiilliam Harris & W B Hinton; [T-144}. 
FORD, ABSALOM, over 21, and ANNA MARTIN; 12 Aug 1814 ; her cons by M 
(Charlotte Martin ) w/b S:Thomas G Martin; [T-B; F-Bc). 
FORD , ANDREW and MATILDA JONES; 11 Aug 1881 by Thomas Penick at Clerk's 
off ice ipo Samuel Kirtley & H K Thomas Jr; S :'B A Miller Jr; [R-
206; F-L,C). 
FORD, BENJAMIN and POlLY WHITE; 23 Apr 1810 by Robert Daughety; S:David 
H Roberson; [A-75; T-B; F-R}. 
FORD, BENJAMIN and MARGARET MAHAN, both over 21; 16 Apr 1827 by 
Daughety; S:Thomas Harris; [A-76; T-B}. 
FORD, DECATUR J L and LUCY A QUISENBERRY ; 28 Sep 1837 by William H 
Thomas; her cons by M (Lucy Quisenberry) w/b W A FI~yd & William 
Quisenberry; [A-76; T-R ; F-B,Bc}, 
FORD , HENRY M and JANE ELIZA SMITH; 16 Aug 1849; cons by (B C Smith) w/ b 
S:Joseph J & J Smith; [A-77; T-B,Be}. 
FORD, JAMES and POlLY WILEY, both of age; 11 Jul 1813 by Charles 
Mitchell; S:Warren Stephens; [A-75; F-B,R}, 
FORD, JAMES and MALVINA 0 FOX; 23 Mar 1846 by J Dysart; her cons by F 
w/ b S:John P Smith & William 0 Coleman; [A-77; F-B,R,Bc). 
FORD, JOE Wand JENNIE LOIS WILCOXSON; 18 Apr 1895 by Robert F Adair at 
Smiths Grove ipo Charles McNeal & J Lee Cooke; no surety; [X-466 ). 
FORD, JOHN and MARGARET ELIZABETH FERGUSON; 22 May 1851 by Jesse Moon; 
her cons by Gdn (S :H W Royalty) in person; [A-77; T-B,R}. 
FORD, JOHN A, 2nd mar, age 48, (F & M b War Co), and LOUISA B BAILEY, 
age 26, (F b TN & M b War Co), both b & res War Co; 04 Sep 1871 at 
J P Bailey's; S:A B Bailey; [L-429). 
FORD, JOSEPH P and MARY EMMA HAlL; 01 Jan 1880 by N C Taylor at S J 
Hall's ipo W T McElwain, A Jenkins, 0 B Mitchell & others ; S:M 0 
Hall; [Q-337). 
FORD, SAMUEL and TOBITHA COLEMAN; 21 Mar 1884 by G C Cooksey at Co 
Courtroom i po S M Matlock, Dan Hammill & J C Sims; S:R I Coleman; 
[S-125). 
FORD, SILAS and £DIE M (CARTER) LOVAlL; 08 Apr 1891 by William Garrison 
at Logan Carter's ipo DC Butler & John C Dodd ; S;M R Dodd; [V-
254} . 
FORD, SILAS and SUSAN EMILINE SMITH; 24 Nov 1898 by M F Ham at W P 
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WARREN CO , KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
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FORD, THOMAS J EFFERSON and FRANCES VIRGI~ IA (McGOWN) RAGLAND; 24 Apr 
1855 by J M Pendleton at P D Hampton's ipo S:Phineas Dewa l t 
Hamp t on, James Ford & F G Cox; (She md "1st Andrew J Ragland ); [B-
26, C- 235; F-L,CJ. 
FORDYCE, THOMAS N and MRS MARY B SMALLWOOD; 29 Dec 1897 by S F Fowler at 
Bowling Green ipo H H Lamkin & J S Fowler; S:W F Gaines; [Y -42S; 
T-L,C]. 
FOREHAND, NIMROD P and MRS JOSEPHINE KING, widow; 24 May 1898 by Charles 
Drake at Bowling Green ipo Ed Hines, S:S B Johnson, A Bloch & 
others; [Z-lJ. 
FORMBY, WILLIAM R and AMELIA E MONROE; 19 Jun 1889 by James A Lewis at 
S: James Whi"ted' s ipo him, T 0 Woodward, R L Hurd & others; [U-
395]. 
FORQUEREAN, JOHN C, age 27 b Columbus KY ( F b VA, M b KY), and FRANCES A 
FORQUEREAN, age 23, b & both res Log Co (F b VA, M b KY); 18 Oct 
1866 by Thomas H Storts at Morehead House; S:George M Finch; [B-
112, 1-101]. 
FORREST [FOREST], PETER and ELIZABETH WARDEN; 07 Jul 1809; S:John 
Turner; Cthse rec has Peter "Forester" and Elizabeth "Hardin"; [A-
75; T-B]. 
FORREST, WILLIAM and MARY SNEED; 10 Jan 1800 by Henry Jones; S:Jonathan 
Rossel; her cons by F (Charles Sneed); [A-75; T-Be]. 
FORRESTER, CHARLES and LAURA MILLER; 25 Dec 1889 by R Jenkins at Ella 
Cox's ipo J S Still & J W Stagner; S:Allen Miller; [V-42]. 
FORRESTER, JAMES R, age 23, b OH (F b SCOT, M b ENG), and SARAH LEE, age 
18, b GA & both res War Co (F & M b GA); 03 Aug 1871 at Martha 
Hammett's; S:W W Dalton; [L-419]. 
FORRESTER, SAMUEL and ANNA D WHEELER; 30 Jun 1885 by J Wood Stone at 
Bowling Green ipo Loving Gaines & Mrs William Dulaney; S:William H 
Wheeler; [S-288]. 
FORRESTER, WILLIAM and ELIZA MILLER; 30 Apr 1891 by J S Harrod at Mrs 
Miller's at Greencastle ipo S:Aaron A Miller & Mrs Mary Harrod; 
[V-262]. 
FORSHEE, FLETCHER and MARY JENNETT; 20 Dec 1900 by Charles Drake at 
Clerk's office ipo S:John M & Nannie Jennett, bride's parents; [Z-
459]. 
FORSHEE, ROBERT and EVA MARTIN; 17 Mar 1890 by George W Sweatt at bonk 
of the river ipo George W Sweatt Sr & Levi Morton; S:Luther P 
Jackson; [V-83]. 
FORSTING, BEN H and MARY BURKE; 28 Jan 1891 by Leo Greenleigh at Bowling 
Green ipo James Tierney & Elis Vogel; S:Pat Burke; [V-229J. 
FORSYTHE, A C and JULIA A SHARPE; 07 Feb 1894 by John W Stagg ipo George 
R Gorin, S:B M Durham & others; [X-96]. 
FORT, ANDREW J and JANE ATKINSON, both over 21; 14 Jan 1841 by P Hines; 
S:Warren L Underwood; [A-76; T-L,R; F-B]. 
FORT, FREDERICK and ANN BARCLAY; 27 Feb 1835 by William Fort; her cons 
by F (S:Eli Barclay) in person; [A-76; T-B; F-L]. 
FORT, WASHINGTON and ELIZABETH McCHESNEY; 23 Feb 1826 by Elijah 
Davidson; her cons by F (Samuel McChesney) in person; his cons by 
F (F rederick Fort) wl b S:Fountain & Hickason Ray; [A-76; T-
B, R,Gc]. 
(From U. 6 __ of Pet R.;d, 640 e. Mein A ...... SO'l/lfting Grwen. KtMtucky 42101 , u~ by p«mi~#IOI1) 
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FORTH [FOURTH], JOHN Wand MARY BELL ABSHER; 10 Jan 1878 bv William B 
Lig htfoot at S:Joseph S Lightfoot's ipo him & L T Whitlock; [Q-27; 
T-L,C]. 
FORTH , LARKI~ and ~ANCY LIGHTFOOT; 12 Oc t 1819; her cons by Gd n (Henry 
Lightfoot); his cons by F (Josiah Forth ) w/ b J M Robertson, 
S:William Byrdsong; & Joseph Earnest; LA-7S; T-B,Gc]. 
FORTH, WILLIAM CARROLL and EDITH "EADY" LIGHTFOOT; 30 Se p 1847 by George 
o Harris; her cons by F (S:William Lightfoot ) in person; his cons 
by Gdn (William & Nancy C Richey ) w/b William Spencer & William C 
Richey; [A-77; T-B,L,R,Gc]. 
FORTNER [FORKNER], ELIJAH and ELIZABETH F EADENS, both over 21; 07 Jun 
1848; S:Renne CEdens; [A-77; T-B,L]. 
FORTNER, ELIJAH J and SALLIE A FOSTER; 20 Oct 1881 by Moses Sharrer at 
Allen Foster's ipo John Orange & James Fortner; S:Israel Bailey; 
[R-22S; F-L, T~ ]. 
FORTNER, J Wand MARGARET J ELLIS; 24 Jan 1889 by W H Perkins at her 
father's ipo Henry H Coley & Louis M McKinney; S:Thomas Ellis; [U-
279]. 
FORTNER, JAMES P and JANE COLLARD; 14 Sep 1846 by P Hines; her cons by M 
(S:Sarah Col lard ) & his cons by F (Peter Fortner) both in person; 
[A-77; T-B,L,R]. 
FORTNER, PORTER, over 21, and NANCY ANN G TAYLOR, d/o (S:Moses Taylor ); 
17 Nov 1816 by Joseph Taylor; [A-7S; T-B,R]. 
FOSTER, ASKEW and JANE NEIGHBORS; 01 Feb 1823 by Doughety; [A-7S]. 
FOSTER, ASKEW and MRS MATILDA DOUGHTY [DOHERTY]; 15 Apr 1858 by L B 
Morgan at bride's ipo James Heard & J H Whalen; S:P M Reeves & 
Terry Tarrants; [8-48, E-87]. 
FOSTER, COLEMAN and MARTHA R PERKINS; 31 Dec 1833 by William Sublett; 
S:William Sublett; [A-76; T-B,R]. 
FOSTER ', JAMES J and SUE/LUE L PATTERSON; 24 Apr 1860 by Rice; S:D R 
McPhail; [8-64, F-83]. 
FOSTER, JOEL and ANNA THOMPSON; 14 Nov 1829; her cons by M (Nancy 
Thompson ) w/b S:Daniel W Thompson; [A-76; T-B,Bc]. 
FOSTER, SIMPSON, over 21, and POLLY WILLIAMS; 21 Apr 1812; her cons by F 
(John Williams) w/b S:William Thompson; [T-B,Be]. 
FOSTER, TOLIVER, over 21, and PATSY VILET HOLMES; 22 Mar 1825; her cons 
by Par (Elias & Nancy Holmes) w/b S:Jacob M Holmes; [A-76; T-
B,Be]. 
FOWLER, THOMAS, over 21, and SALLY KIRKHAM, d/o (Samuel Kirkham); 15 Apr 
1808; S:Henry Kirkham; [A-7S; T-B]. 
FOX, ARTHUR PARK and RACHEL McGRAW, both over 21; 22 Apr 1823 by I 0 
Lewis; her cons by F (John McGraw) w/b S:Daniel Stone & Henry 
Ewing [A-7S; T-B, F-Bc]. 
FOX, CHARLES J and EMMA S SIBLEY; 30 Jul 1842; her cons by Gdn (Thomas 
Sterrett Jr) w/ b S:F S Bettersworth & R B Cooksey; [T-B,Be]. 
FOX, HENRY and SARAH PARKS, both of age; 28 Mar 1807; her own cons w/ b 
S:John Stone; [A-7S; F-B]. 
FOX, HENRY JONES and ELIZABETH LOWRY; 14 Jun 1837 by D L Mansfield; 
S:David Smith; [A-76; F-B]. 
FOX, J J and MATTIE EARL; 18 Apr 1890 by John Demuth at Bowl ing Green 
ipo D W Wagan & Harry Sheridan; no surety; [V-92]. 
, 
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QUERIES 
Looking for descendants of James and Jane Hereford Meadows . Their 
children : Elizabeth, Anna, Andrew md Jane Graham, Sarah md Wayne Co .. 
KY Josiah Wilcher, John md Wayne Co .. KY Jane BalioulBallew, Henry md 
Wayne Co., KY Mary Coffee, Jacob md Wayne Co., KY Dacia Alley, Elijah 
Jenkins md Barren Co., KY Jane Barrett, George, Jane md Barren Co . KY 
John Hereford, James md Malinda Kelley and William P. md Barren Co., KY 
Nancy Coffee. Contsct Cheryl Wixon Goeken, RR 3 Box 193. Milford, IL 
60953-9324. 
Need information on Henry Hereford and wife, Frances Ann Minitree. They 
lived in Wayne Co., KY and Franklin Co., TN. Their children : Jane md Wayne 
Co., KY John Meadows, Rosamund md Daniel VinsinlWinson, Sarah md 
Wilkes Co. , NC Nathaniel Scott, James, Ann md ? Stanley, Andrew, Henry 
Jr., John md Fairfax Co., VA (1) Betsy Patterson and (2) Sarah Mauzey, 
George Washington md Wayne Co., KY Lucy Burton, William md Wayne Co .. 
KY Ann Ingram and Paul who served in the War of 1812. Contsct Cheryl Wixon 
Goeken, RR 3 Box 193, Milford, IL 60953-9324. 
Need information on parents and siblings of John Huffman born 5 March 1797 in 
VA died 6 November 1856 Barren County, KY, married 22 October 1822 in 
Barren County to Rebecca Wright born 6 July 1805 Barren County, KY died 23 
September 1853 in Barren County, daughter of George and S. Wright. Who 
were Rebecca's mother and siblings? Parents of George Wright born about 
1767 in S.C. died ??, where ?? Date of death of John R. Beck and Tabitha W. 
(Stockton) Beck - resided near Beaver Creek, Barren County, KY. Contsct Carla 
J. Kettell, 2411 Brown Street, Durahm, CA 9593 
Motsinger, Elijah and Lucy. They came from Wilson Co., Tennessee to 
Gordonsville, Logan Co., Kentucky in 1838. With them were children John, 
Samuel, Martha and Mathew. Rebecca was born in 1840 in KY. John m. 
Nancy Johns, Martha m. D. Johns, Rebecca m. Abraham Dorris. All buried at 
Greenridge Cumberland Presb. Cem. Contact Carol Motsinger O'Brien, 156 
Bunker Creek Rd. , Chehalis, WA 98532, (360) 748-4089. 
Johns, Nancy A. Living with John W. and Rebecca Goddard - 1850 Census 
and at time of marriage 1852. Possibly born in Sullivan Co., TN on 9 Mar. 1837. 
Contact Carol Motsinger O'Brien, 156 Bunker Creek Rd .. Chehalis, WA. 98532. 
(360) 748-4089. 
Fresh, Nicholas and Elizabeth . In the Logan Co. Census, both born in Maryland 
a. 1777 and a. 1790. Listed children Mary 32 . Nancy 22, Francis 30. Eve 19. 
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and Martin 18 all born in KY. Eve married John Link Dec. 1854. Contact Carol 
MotSinger O'Brien, 156 Bunker Creek Rd., Chehalis, WA 98532, (360) 748-4089. 
David Harris #1 came to Warren Co., KY around 1802 to what is now Allen Co. , 
KY . Born around 1762 in VA. David Harris #2 was born in N.C. around 1786, I 
find him in Allen Co ., KY in 1815. He died here in 1853. I think he was married 
first around 1805. He married Susan Neale in 1837. Some of their children 
came to Texas around 1880. #1 and #2 may be related . Contact J. D. Harris, Jr., 
Rt. 1 Box 314, Boyd, TX 76023, (817)221-3316. 
Isaac Williams married Nancy Scott Feb. 15, 1826. Isaac was a native of 
Kentucky and a farmer living in the vicinity of Bowling Green. Ten children were 
born: Robert, Thomas, John, Sarah, Mary, Melvina, Elizabeth, Daniel and two 
infants. The family removed to Posey Co. and Pike Co .. Ind. Then to Greene Co., 
III. , Jefferson Co. and Johnson Co., III. and Massac Co .. III. Some of the family 
moved to Weakly Co .. TN. Would like to correspond with anyone having 
information on this family. Contact Peggy Walker, R #1 Box 20, Ullin, 11162992. 
Grider, Cox, Smith, Moore - Trying to determine the names of parents of 
Jackson Cox (1813 - 1889). Also information and contact with descendants of 
Jackson Cox, John Hobson Grider, Robert Moore and William Smith . 
Contact Joanne Lehmann, 379 Pippin Cr., Conway, AR 72032 or 
JKL315@AOLCOM. 
Harper, Charles Nelson, born maybe 1805 in KY or VA. died 21 May 1879. 
buried in Harper Family Cemetery. Polk Co .. MO. Married Martha Jane Garland 
on 28 July. 1834. born 1818 in VA. died 2 Nov. 1861. buried Harper Family 
Cemetery. Polk Co .. MO. Children: John Henry Harper. born 4 May 1835.died 
4 May 1902, m. Elizabeth Catherine Neal. Other names include Sarah M. 
(1837). Huston Chandler, Charles Nelson Harper (1837). Margaret, Mary 
Elvira Nancy (1843), George Claypool (1838); Sidney S, (1845). Thomas J, 
Harper (1846). Martha Ann McDaniel. James (1849). William B, (1849), Mary 
Jane Malone (1856), David Joseph (1849), Nancy Ann Martha Davis (1855) , 
Jessie Calvin (1853). Contact Verdie T. Harper. 2618 SierrB, Riverbank. CA 
95367-2225 (209)869-1325. 
Richard Gott b. 20 June 1734, Baltimore Co .. MD, d. 1803104 Shelby Co. KY, m. 
Margaret ca 1762. Need information on Hannah b. 1772 Orange Co ., 
NC , married 24 April 1790 Abraham Reece. NC. Richard, Jr, b.177S NC, m. 30 
Sept. 1795 Mary Hines or Catherine Gill , maybe both. Mary b. 1777 NC, 
married 20 Sept 1797 John Squires (NC), Elizabeth b. 1782 NC. married 1800 
Jacob Reece, Shelby Co .. KY . Contact Mary Pierson, 1216 Hickory Hill Drive, 
Gauher, MS 39553-2324. 
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The following three queries were submitted by Leslie J. Whiteley. 334 N. Rice Rd. 
O)ai. CA 93023. 
Need information on Jane Thomas born 28. July 1796, married Thomas 
Roberson 16 April 1821 , died 3 June 1868, buried in the Roberson Cemetery . 
Who were her parents? 
Need the first name of Gott, married John William Roberson. they 
had a son named Hershel Roberson born 4 November 1888. 
Any information on William H. Lucas born circa 1809 and Harriet Collett born 
circa 1818, they were married 9 October 1837. 
Dunhams, Evans, McDonald, Hudspeth, Hutchens, and Patrick - need 
information on John Dunham b. about 1774 in Maryland. Would like proof of his 
being born in Maryland and about his father Dennie Dunham on his birth and 
death. Contact Patti Ashcraft, P. O. Box /53, Concho. AZ 85924. 
Charlene Wiley Morris. Box 507, Linden TX 75563 is researching the following 
families: 
Benjamin Wiley, Sr. - Was on tax roll in Lincoln County KY 1797-1800 (father of 
Aquilla?) . 
Garrett Graham - b. 1769, m. ca 1797 Ester d. 1815 Butter Co .. KY. Father? 
Hezekiah McGinnis - b. ca 1772, m. 1794 Mercer Co .. KY to Elizabeth Smith. d. 
pre 18 Dec. 1813, War of 1812. Father, John? 
William E. Epperson - b. 1771, m. 1792 Campbell Co., VA to Mary Barlow, d. 
1847 Butter Co., KY. Father? 
Elisha Wooten - Was in Prince Edward Co .. VA 1791 - signed consent for 
daughter Nancy to marry. Father? 
Abner Franklin Hutchens - b. 1805 Pickens SC, m. 1823, SC to Lucinda 
Deviney. d. after 1870 census. Atchison Co .. MO. Father Drury (?) . 
John Burns - b. 1763 Amelia Co., VA m. 1783 Laurens Dist. SC to Sarah Glaze . 
d. 1843, Anderson Dist. SC - father of Susan b. 1797 Laurens SC. m. Charles H. 
Simmons, Jr. 1818. 
John Simmons - b. 1822 SC. m. Harriet Jane Hutchins ca 18521 . d. 1864 
(Civil War). Father - Charles H. Simmons, Jr. (?) . 
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Melissa Higgins - b. 1840. SI. Francis Co .. AR. m. 1858 Cass Co. TX to James 
Thomas Hamilton. d. 1918. Cass Co .. TX. Father - William (?). 
Lucinda Deviney - b. 1804. m. 1823 SC to Abner Franklin Hutchins . d. 1857, 
Oconee Co .. SC . Father? . 
Martha Jane Green - b. 1828, NC, M. 1846 Marion Co .. GA to Henry W. 
Peebles , d. 1892 Cass Co., TX. Father? 
Delilah Merchant - b. ca 1795 GA, m. 1816 Warren Co., GA to Thomas 
Peebles. Jr. d. 1857 Marion Co., GA. Father? 
BOWLING GREEN BOARD OF TRUSTEES - 1823 -1839 
Daniel Hare served as chairman of the board of trustees in 1823 and again in 
1824. In 1825 Daniel D. Bicknell was elected, but resigned. He was replaced by 
Vivian Crosthwait who also resigned and was replaced by Abraham Larsh. 
During that year the trustees ordered the tax to be fifteen cents on the hundred 
dollars, and a fifty-cent poll tax. In 1827 the citizens petitioned the legislature to 
authorize the trustees to form a town watch or patrol to prevent the slaves from 
roaming the streets at night after 10 o'clock. 
In 1827 Pressley Donaldson was elected chairman of the board. During that 
summer th.e first boat. loaded with salt, landed in Bowling Green. In 1829 Henry 
Shanks was elected chairman, but he resigned and was replaced by W. V. 
Loving. Richard Curd was elected in 1831 and was replaced at his resignation 
by Pressley Donaldson. It was in 1831 that the first newspaper, the Green River 
Gazette, was published by Samuel Atchison . The paper was sold, first to Wm. 
V. Loving and then to A. R. Macey, who continued the publication until 1844. 
Richard Curd was elected again in 1832 but again resigned . Bennet Burnam 
was elected to fill the vacancy and remained in office until 1833. He was 
succeeded by Jacob Van Meter, and it was during this year, 1833, that the first 
sanitary board was organized. In 1834 Thomas Rogers was elected chairman 
While Rogers was in office the first fire apparatus was ordered - four fire hook ' 
and two ladders, costing $16 (considered extravagant at the time) . John S. 
Lucas was chairman from 1835 until 1836 when Bennett Burnam was again 
elected . When Burnam resigned W. V. Loving was chosen to fill the vacancy C. 
T. Dunnavan was elected in 1837 and Jonathan Hobson in 1839. (Ref "H.5to'o' 
and Industnal ReView of Bowling Green and Warren County" Times - Journal 19 December' . --
: Oth Century Supplement) 
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Pg. 182 
LindseT, Caleb and wife, Rebecca, of GraTson Co., n to David Simmons. Con-
sideration $207. 100 acres beginning near ban.lr. of Green River corner of 
Chas. Naeches. Wits: Edward RichArdson, Andrew L. Edwards, and Henry 
Dixon. Dated 22 Feb. 1816. 
Pg. 186 
KerbT, Jesse to David Kerby. Consideration $100. 200 acretl beginning at ad ' 
David Xerby's 200 acre surveT to Abner Evans corner. Dated 18 June 1812. 
Pg. 189. 
Chapman, John to John Boon. Consideration LSO. 46 acres in Warren County. 
Test: Edward Burna, and J. W. Covington. Dated 1 Sept. 1815. 
Pg. 191 
Hall, Jaa., SR and Elvy Graves Hall, his wife, of Randolph Co., Dlinois Territory 
to Hugh Simpson. Consideration $600. Land in Warren Co., n. Wits: Jaa. 
Hall, JR, Nathan Davia (Justices of Peace, Randolph Co., Illinois Territory) 
Dated 1 Aug. 1815. 
Pg. 195 
Jackson, Burwell to Samuel McLean. Consideration $500. 80 acres on Gasper 
River in Warren Co., n. Dated 26 Feb. 1816. 
Pg. 197 
Covington" Tholl. A. to John W. Covington. Consideration L1. 50 acres on 
Gasper River in Warren Co., n in one tract and 50 acres in another tract.. 
Dated 26 Feb. 1816. 
Pg. 200 
Harreld, John of Butler Co., n to Robert Harreld. Consideration $300. Lot No. 
18 in Bowling Green, ICY. Dated 26 Feb. 1816. 
Pg. 201 
Warfield, Elijah of Allen Co., ICY to Nathaniel Duff of Warren Co., n. Considera-
tion $552.50. 117 1/2 acres on N. side of Big Barren River, it being surveyed 
in the name of Benj. Price containing 200 A. by patent dated 29 Nov. 1786, 
afterwards conveyed by ad Price to Chaa. Warfield, now deceased, and rl"O. 
the heirs of Chaa. Warfield to Chaa. Warfield, and from him to Elijah Warfie ld. 
Wits: Chaa. Settle, John Button, Richard Larrence, and Washington S.,\.b. 
Dated 2 Oct. 1815. 
Pg. 204 
Morehead, Armistead R. to Jaa. Morehead. Consideration $200. Lot No. 24 .n 
Bowling Green, KY formerlT owned bT Gee. Bratton, 25 ft. Dated 15 Jan. 18 16. 
Pg. 206 
Jones, John , to my father Peter Jones. ' 250 A. on Clay Lick, 150 A. on ' ;r '-n 
R., livestock, bond on Benj. Temple, Exer for John W. Craig. Dated 2 Mar . : . ' ~ , 
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Pg, 208 
Warfield, Elijah to Richard LaWTence of Barren Co" KY, Conaideration $231. 66 
A. near Big Barren R., being part of tract surveyed for Benj. Price. Wits: 
Chaa. Settle, and Nathaniel Duff. Dated 25 Nov. 1815. 
Pg. 210 
Middleton, Thos and Dicy, his wife, to Waa. Clark. Consideration $862. 200 A. 
beginning on the third line of Dixon Brown's 400 a. survey. Dated 5 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 212 
Middleton, Thoa. and Dicy, bia wife, to Jaa. M. Blak,.. Consideration $2400. 
Beginning at Dixon Brown'a survey to store on Naahville Road with Giles 
Cook's line. Dated 4 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 215 
Johnson, Benj. 
Part at lot No. 
ald80n, dec'd. 
Pg. 218 
C. and Betsey, his wife, to Rezin B. Collins. Conllideration $140. 
69 in Bowling Green, lIT, adj. to Lot of heirs of Chaa. M. Don-
Dated 4 Mar. 1816. 
Collins, Rezin B. and Polly, his wife, to Wm. Blakey. Consideration $900. Part of 
Lot No. 69 in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 4 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 220 
Gatewood, Williamson and Elizabeth, hill wife to Francia Johnson. Conaideration 
$100. 100&. being part of 200 a. pat. to lid. Gatewood sa assignee at Richard 
Martin, next to Robert Briggs to road to Wm. Neales. Dated 23 Feb. 1815. 
Pg. 223 
Graham, Alexander and Jonathan Hobson, Commisllionerll, to W.. R. Payne. Suit 
in Chancery Court, Chsa Wilkinll va Williamson Gatewood. 100 a. land to be 
sold and the 8&lDe purchased by sd. Wm. R. Payne for $205, being part at 163 
a. tract of sd. Gatewood, mortgaged to Chaa. Wilkin .. Adj. to town of Bowling 
Green, Robert Briggs, Frederick Cox, and Samuel Work. Wits: David H. Robin-
. son, and H. P. Gaines. Dated 13 Jan. 1816. 
Pg. 225 
Hoibson, Jonathan, and Alexander Graham, Commissioners, by virtue of suit in 
Circuit Court, ChBS. Wilkinll va Williamson Gatewood, sell to ad. Gatewood for 
$210 63 a. being part at 163 &. mentioned in mortgage, and being balance not 
sold to Wm. R. Payne. Dated 2 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 228 
Barclay, David of Mercer Co., KY to Hudaon Martin, JR at Fayette Co. , KY. 
Consideration $2000. 1458 &. on Big Barren R., about 8 miles from Bowling 
Green, ad. land recovered by ad. Barclay trom Spencer Morgan by decree US 
Circuit Ct. 1807. 200 o r 300 acres reserved. Ack'd by ad. Barclay in Garra r d 
Co., KY on 27 Feb. 1816. Wit: Benj. Letcher, Clerk, Garrard County court. Dated 
27 Feb. 1816. 
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Pg. 232 
Morgan, Spencer and heirs to David Barclay, by decree of US Circuit ct. 1458 
a. was to be conveyed by sd. Morgan to sd. Barclay. Arthur Thompson, Com-
missioner, conveyed land after Spencer Morgan's death, Ack'd by ad Thompson 
in Garrard Co., lIT court. Dated 24 Feb. 1816. 
Pg. 236 
Moore, Robt. to Samuel J. McDonell. Consideration $144.50 Land adj. to town of 
Bowling Green, KY Dated 9 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 238 
Temple, Benj. of Logan Co., ICY to Thos. Middleton. Consideration $600. Negro, 
Phill, lately the property of Patrick Sharky. Wita: David Johnson, and Edward 
Bradshaw. Dated 13 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 240 
Hyland, Jacob of Warren County, Missiasippi Territory, Admr. of Patrick 
Sharky, dec'd, appoints Benj. Temple of Logan Co., KY, my attorney to demand 
of John McNeal of Warren Co., KY a negro slave named Phill, belonging to the 
estate of sd. Patrick Sharky. Wita: Geo. Lockner. Ack. by sd. Hyland on 17 
Mar. 1815 before Henry Maynadiers, Notary Public, Miss. Territory. Dated 15 
Mar. 1815. 
Pg. 242 
Moore, Robt., SR to Sally Hector, wife of Geo. Hector, late Sally Swearengen of 
Allen Co., KY, John Swearengen of Warren Co., KY, Benoni Swearengen of Allen 
Co., ICY, Lemuel, Wm. C., and Thomas Swearengen of Warren Co., KY. Lot No. 13 
in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 12 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 244 
Morehead, Armistead R. to Lewis G. Donaldson. Consideration $400. Part of Lot 
No. 24 in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 21 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 246 
Dawdle, Samuel J. to John M. P()weiL Consideration $2200. Parts of Lots. Nos. 
62 " 68 in Bowling Green, KY. Part of Lot. No. 62 at present owned by Benj. 
Temple. n .. ted 30 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 246 
Morehead, Armistead R. to Samuel J. McDowell. Consideration $3500. Parts of 
Lots. No ... 23 " 24, purchased from Geo. Bratton. Dated 30 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 250 
Isbell, Jason L. and Jinsey, his wife to Robt. Graham. Consideration $850. 200 
a., Pat. No. 1778. Wits: Jason Isbell, and Wm. Isbell. Dated 8 Nov. 1815. 
Pg. 253 
Jones, John to Stephen Ross. Consideration $500. 200 A. on W. side of Nak ed 
Gasper, beg. at Buges Salla Military survey to Geo. Frazier's Corne r , Ack'd hy 
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sd. John Jones and wife, (not named) on 17 Nov. 1815, before Chaa. Lafland, 
Deputy Clerk, Logan Co., IT ct. Dated 14 Nov. 1815. 
Pg. 256 
Skagg, Jas. to Harman Haner. Consideration $436. 61 2/3 acres on Drakes Creek 
surveyed for Dennis Dunham. Dated 30 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 258. 
Hall, Jas. SR and wife, Elvy Graves Hall of Randolph Co., Illinoia Territory, to 
Elizabeth Butler. Consideration $700. 100 A. on Gasper River. Test: JaB. Hall, 
JR, and Nathan Davis, Justices of Peace for Randolph Co., Illinois Territory. 
Dated 1 Aug. 1815. 
Pg. 262 
Hall, Jas., SR of Randolph Co., Illinois Territory, admr of estate of Matthew 
Hall, dec'd, who was assigned to Joll Maxey, to John Tigert. Consideration $300. 
Land on main fork of Gasper River to Elkanah Lacy's line. Test: Jaa. Hall, JR 
and Nathan Davis. Dated 31 Aug. 1815. 
Pg. 267 
Kerby, David to Norman Clardy. Consideration $400. 60 acres beginning at 
corner of 200 a. survey whereon sd Iterby lives. Dated 25 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 269 
Campbell, Samuel to Armstead It. Morehead. Consideration $500. 25 ft in town 
of Bowling Green, KY, beginning at the lot of Solomon P. Sharp, being part of 
Lot. No. 17. Dated 22 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 271 
Chapman, Geo. and wife, Sally, of GibBOn Co., Indiana Territory, to Matthew 
Knowles. Consideration $500. 200 A. abt. 2 1/2 mile. from Barren River on the 
S. side. Dated 8 Apr. 1816. 
Pg. 273 
Chapman, Geo. and wife, Sally, of Gibson Co., Indiana Territory, to Wm. Sharry. 
Consideration $tOO. One tract 24 A. beginning at sd. Chapman's 200 A. surv.,y 
formerly owned by John Risterly, to J.,ss., Berryman's lin.,. Anoth.,r tract 12 A. 
on west side of Middle Fork of Drakes Cr. being land whereon sd. Sharry now 
lives. Dated 8 Apr. 1816. 
Pg. 276 
Heath, Richard of Barren Co., KY from Andrew Stice and wife, Nancy. 150 A. on 
Green River to It. Alexander's line. Wits: Goldman P. Thompson, Gabriel MAnley, 
and Jesse Rountree. Dated 2 S.,pt. 1815. 
Pg. 278 
Stewart, Wm. of Logan Co., Ity to Jesse Boyce. Consideration $30. 5 a. next '"' 
Wm. Sox survey with John Jones line to 1'hOOl. Tiller's line. Wits: Alexand .. r 
Frazer, and Willis Boyce. Dated 1 Mar. 1816 
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B 22 Nov 1766 lairtaz Co ., VA I 
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I II I 
10 \ -----------_____________ ____ _ 
I B 
I J4 7 BALLOU, Jan. I o 
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AHNENTAFEL CHART 
7 Dec 1995 Page 1 
================================================================================ 
1st GENERATION 
1 verdle TERRY HARPER-53 ; b 9 May 1946 SAPULPA,CREEK,OK . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2nd GENERATION 
2 LUTHER ANDREW HARPER-44; b 10 Apr 1904 SAPULPA,CREEK,OK ; m IS Aug 
1923 SAPULPA,CREEK,OK 
3 eldorene anna LIGHTFooT - 43: b 7 Nov 1906 CHANDLER , lincoln, OK; d 31 
Jan 1959 SAPULPA,CREEK,OK 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3rd GENERATION 
4 LUTHER grant HARPER-36: b 3 Jun 1867 "mo; d 19 Mar 1924 SAPULPA, 
CREEK,OK 
5 MARY ANN VOLK-35: b 15 May 1878 "il: d 6 Jun 1959 SAPULPA,CREEK, OK 
6 willis HENRY ROBERT LIGHTFooT-6: b 4 Jun 1864 bowling green,WARREN, 
ky: d 14 Feb 1911 ROSSVILLE,lincoln,OK 
7 laura tilitha ROUSE-5 : b 24 Aug 1872 decatur, MACON, il: d 22 J an 1910 
ROSSVILLE,lincoln,OK 
4th GENERATION 
8 JOHN HENRY HARPER-30; b 4 May 1835 ,WARREN,ky; m 28 Jan 1858 ,PO LK, 
mo: d 4 May 1902 SAPULPA,CREEK,OK 
9 elizabeth catherine NEAL-29; b 20 Feb 1842 " mo: d 23 Sep 1877 ,POLK, 
mo 
10 CHARLES VOLK-184; b 1856 ",germany ; m "ill 
11 moran-185 
12 JAMES MARION LIGHTFooT-65 ; b 1838 ,WARREN,ky: m 28 Feb 1857 ,WARREN, 
ky 
13 MARY JUSTICE-66 ; b 1842 "KY. 
14 samuel ROUSE-63 ; m 21 Mar 1867 ,MACON, il 
IS rachel ALLSBERRY-64 : b 1843 "i l 
5th GENERATION 
16 CHARLES ne Ison HARPER-22; b 1805 " VA.: m 28 Jul 1834 ,WARRE~ . ky : bu 
May 1879 harper cem,FARM,POLK,mo 
17 MARTHA JANE GARLAND-21: b Jun 1818 "VA.: d 2 Nov 1861 ,POLK . m() 
24 WILLIAM D. LIGHTFooT-526: b 1812 " KY. 
25 polly g . -527 ; b 1813 "tn . 
======================================================================= ==== === == 
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WARREN COUNTY POST OFFICES 
1827 1992 
The following information is from "Postmasters Appoin~ments" Roll #49 "Warren 
Co., KY" (Submitted by Launta W Sledge, 835 Sledge Rd., Alvaton, KY 42122) 
1. ALLEN SPRINGS - 04 Sept. 1883 - Moved to Allen Co. 20 Oct. 1897 
2. ALMA - 1 3 May 1856 - Dis. 03 May 1862 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
3. ALPINE - Late Happy Hollar - Paliski Co. (??) 
4. ALVATON - 18 June 1883 - Still active P. O. 
5. ANNA - Dis. 1965 - Mail sent to Richardsville 
6. BAYS FORKJBAYFORK - 15 May 1890 - Dis. 15 June 1915 - Mail sent to 
Alvaton 
7. BEKKO - April 1901 . Dis. Dec. 1901 - Mail sent to Hadley 
8. BENLEO - 1907· Dis. 1941 - Mail sent to Richardsville 
9. BRIGGSVILLE - 1840 - ?? 
10. BLUE LEVEL - Dis. - Mail sent to Rockfield 30 June 1905 
11. BOWLING GREEN - Oct 1827 - Still active P. O. 
12. BOYCE - March 1900 - March 1958 - Mail sent to Alvaton 
13. BRISTOW - Changed from BRISTOW STATION - 13 Dec. 1884 - Dis. ??-
14. BROWNING - 1902 - Dis. 1906 - Mail sent to Rockfield 
15. CASSADAY - 20 July 1886 - 29 April 1916 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
16. CAVE HILL - Late in Butler Co. - 1885 - Dis. 1926 - Mail sent to Sunnylane 
17. CLAYPOOL - 29 Jan. 1856 - 29 June 1957 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
18. COHRON - 1900 to 1918 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
19. COOL SPRINGS - 1831 - 1844 - This office wasn't listed after 1844 when 
the Postmaster Wm. Wright was appointed to Smith Grove, "Late Cool 
Springs." However, Smith Grove had a Postmaster appointed in 1829 and 
another in 1834. 
20. DARBY - 27 May 1887 - Dis. 1908 - Mail sent to Girken - Re-established 
11 July 1913 - Dis. Feb. 1914 - Mail sent to Bristow 
21 . DOUGHTY'S CREEK - 29 Jan. 1856 - Dis. 1862 - Re-established 05 Dec. 
1877 - Dis. Sept. 1878 
22. DRAKE - 28 March 1892 - Still active P.O. 
23. DRAKES CREEK -???? - Dis. July 1838 or 1881 
24. ELM WELL - ???? - Dis. 1848 
25. FAIR VIEW - 24 Jan 1842 - Dis. 1846 
26 . FORDYCE· 30 June 1891 - Dis. 01 Aug. 1895 - Mail sent to Memphis 
Junction 
27. FREELAND - 1908 to 1909 - Mail sentto Riverside 
28. FRENCH - ???? - Changed name to Frenchville 1902 
Frenchville dis . to Edmondson Co. 1903 
29. GALLOWAY'S MILL - ???? - Dis . 8 Sept 1905 - Mail sent to Rockfield 
30. GASPER MILLS·???? · Dis. Feb. 1956 
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31 . GIRKIN - 01 March 1888 - Dis. Oct. 1913 - Mail sent to Bristow 
32 . GLENMORE - ???? - Dis. 1955 - Mail sent to Anna 
33. GRAHAM - April - Dec. 1860 - Re-established 1862 - July 1863 -
Re-established Jan. 1864 - Dis. 1872 
34. GREEN CASTLE - On the 1858 - 75 list - Dis. 1935 - Mail sent to Benleo 
35. GREEN HILL or GREENHILL - 27 July - Dis. Oct. 1903 - Mail sent to 
Motley 
36. GUY - ???? - Dis . 1955 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
37. HADLEY - On 1858-75 list - Still active P 0 
38. HALSELL - 15 Feb. 1885 - ???? 
39. HARDCASTLE - 29 April 1890 - 31 Jan. 1914 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
40. HAYS - 10 Aug. 1885 Dis . May 1914 - Mail sent to Smiths Grove 
41 . HAYS FORD - 20 Dec. 1870 - Dis. 22 Sept. 1875 
42. HONAKER'S FERRY - "Late Butler Co." 1869 - Dis. June 1870 or 1871 
43. HYDRO - 24 Sept. 1890 - Dis . 1904 - Mail sent to Smiths Grove 
44. IDA - 13 July 1888 - Dis . Feb. 1889 
45. INGLESIDE - On 1842-58 list - ???? 
46. IRON BRIDGE - 10 July 1890 - Dis. 17 Sept 1903 - Mail sent to Oakland 
47. LONG - 1902 - Dis. Jan 1919 - Mail sentto Richardsville 
48. LUM - 29 Oct. 1898 - This order rescinded Mar. 1900 
49. M. O. RICH POND - ???????? 
SO. MADISON'S MILL - 1866 - 67 
51 . MARTINSVILLE - ???? - Dis. 27 April 1834 - Re-established 15 Feb. 1837 
Dis. 9 Sept. 18SO 
52 . MATLOCK - S May 1892 - Dis. 1904 - Mail sent to Woodburn 
53. MEMPHIS JUNCTION - Feb. 1868 - Dis. 30 April 1909 - Mail sent to 
Bowling Green 
54. MONA - 1903 - 1908 - Mail sent to Sandhill 
55 . MOSS - Aug. 1902 - Dis. June 1915 - Mail sent to Alvaton 
56. MOTLEY - 15 May 1890 - Dis 01 March 1905 - Mail sent to 8Qwling Green 
57. NATHANIEL - Feb. 1883 - Dis. 19 July 1883 (To Claypool?) 
58. OAKLAND - Was Oakland Station - Oakland Station was on 1858-75 list -
Changed to Oakland March 1887 - Still active P 0 
59. PHALEN - "Late Umbenhour" - Oct. 1882 - Dis. 20 Jan. 1897 - Mail sent to 
Bristow 
60. PLANO - 28 March 1892 - Dis . 1914 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
61 . PLEASANTVILLE - 13 May 1856 - Dis . 2 Jan. 1861 
62. POLKVILLE - ???? - Dis . 1849 - Re-established 1853 - Dis. 17 March 
1865 - Re-established ???? - Dis 15 Aug . 1903 - Mail sent to Bowling 
Green 
63. POTEET - ???? - Dis . 1903 - Mail sent to Darby 
64. RICH POND GROVE -1860 - Changed to Richpond 1875 - Rlchpond diS 
1943 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
65. RICHARDSVILLE - July 1872 - Still active PO 
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66 . RIVERSIDE - 26 July 1888 - Dis. after 1963 
67 . ROCKFIELD - On 1858-75 list - Still active PO 
68. ROCKLAND - 29 Jan. 1875 - Dis. 29 Dec. 1876 - Re-established July 
1890 - Dis . 1916 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
69. ROUGH & READY - "Late in Anderson Co." - ???? 
70. SAND HILL - 23Aug. 1887 - Dis . 1919 - Mail sent to Anna 
71 . SKAGGS MILL - ???? - Dis. July 1857 
72. SMITH GROVE - Sept. 1892 - Still active P 0 
73. STAHL - ???? - Dis. 28 Feb. 1907 
74. STELLAVILLE -13 Nov. 1886 - Dis. 24 Nov. 1888 
75. SUNNYSIDE - 03 Aug . 1986 - Dis. 1958 - Mail sent to Bowling Green 
76. SWAN CREEK - ???? - Changed to Greencastle in 1854 
77. TEMPERANCE HILL - March 1856 - Dis . ???? 
78. TEONMSEH - ???? - Dis. Sept. 1870 
79. THE ORDER CALSELL - ???? - Dis, Jan. 1897 - Mail sent to Richardsville 
80. THREE FORKS - J. Wonderfield - 23 June 1879 - Dis. 1882 - Mail sent to 
Claypool - Re-established 1884 - Name changed to Threefork Nov. 1894 -
Dis . 1903 - Mail sent to Oakland 
81 . TOWNGEE - On 1875-92 list 
82. UMBENHOUR - Sept. 1882 - Name changed to Phalen Oct. 1882 
83. WARRENTON - 15 May 1844 - Dis. July 1856 
84. WOODBURN - 17 July 1843 - Name changed to Smootsville 1859 -
Name changed to New Woodburn - Name changed to Woodburn June 
1866 - Still active P 0 
DID YOU KNOW 
Typed envelopes will reach addresses one day -earlier than handwritten ones. 
The optical scanner that reads the envelopes starts at the bottom and reads the 
zip code first. If you use "Attn :" at the bottom left side of the envelope, it will be 
kicked out by the scanner and held until it can be manually sorted . Mail will reach 
its destination at least a day sooner if you use zip codes. 
The postmaster can direct your mail containing a folded self-addressed stamped 
envelope to the dead letter office. Irs a violation of postal regulations to include 
folded envelopes inside another because they might j~m postal sorting machines. 
Use a NO. 9 envelope, which will fit inside the regular No. 1 0 business envelope 
Without folding , for the SAS.E. 
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SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP 
Additions Since Vol. XIX, Issue 1 
Adkins, Lynda K. 1020 Shadow Wood Ln . MOrristown. TN 37814-1 578 
Alexander Dr. & Mrs. Milton 215 Cary Dr. Auburn , AL 36830-3005 
Ashby, Mr & Mrs N H 407 Wheeler Ave. Greenville, KY 42345-1 333 
Ashcraft Patti POBox63 Concho, AZ. 85924-0483 
Ashford , Leon POBox 779 Harrah, OK 73045-0779 
Besten, Sally 109 Spindletop Lane Fort Thomas, KY 41075-4017 
Buckberry, Ray & Laura 913 Smrth Ct. Bowling Green,KY 4210:>-2437 
Bunch, Barbara Simmons 421 Corbly Ave. Madisonville, KY <12431 ·1229 
Burl ington, Joe D. 4 Springbrook RD. Rockford , IL 61114-6876 
Burnett, Irene 805 Edgewood Bowling Green, KY 42101 ·3329 
Burris, Don A. 8550 E Speedway Blvd 151 Tucson, AZ. 85710- 1750 
Bush, Joe & Peggy 1927 Price St. Bowling Green, KY 42104-3329 
Campbell , Harry W. W 4257 26th Ave Spokane, WA 99223 
Canary, Marion J. 2315 Deerwood Dr Nashville, TN 372 14-2739 
Carlson. Addie Lee 520 Iroquois Dr. Bowling Green, KY 421 0:>-13 18 
Chappell , Robert E. 507 Bloomfield Dr. Franklin , KY 42 134- 1501 
Cherry, Arvilla & Billy 1637 Catherine Dr. Bowl ing Green, KY 4 2102·~703 
Cherry , L. S., Jr. 3234 Mt. Lebanon Rd . Alvaton, KY 4~ 1 22·9685 
Cole, Mrs. Elsie M. 24318 Raleigh Rd . Waynesville, MO 6558:>-2873 
Comer, Dwight & Virginia 403 Chestnut Jackson, MI 49202·3907 
Danielson, John E. POBox 1843 Bowling Green, KY 42102· 1843 
Douglas A. Ray & Grace 439 Douglas Ln. Bowling Green, KY 42101 
Eatherly Jay & Janice 711 Woodford Sl Bowling Green, KY 42101·5618 
Ford Rivers & Barbara 545 Cherokee Dr. Bowling Green, KY 4210:>-1 305 
Franke, Shari H. 6147 S 2250 E Odgen, UT 84403·5322 
Frye, Lillian Harris 105 W Edwards Box 91 Payson, IL 62360·0091 
Gilpin, Ruby 617 SE 11th St. Grand Prairie, TX 75051·2314 
Harper, Verdie T. 2816 Sierra St. Riverbank, CA 95367·2225 
Harris, J. D., Jr. RR 1 Box 314 Boyd, TX 7602:>-9757 
HeiSS, Effie Dalton POBoxl13 Spring Hill, TN 37174-0113 
Hohimer, Sharon 873 Oxford Dr. Chatham, IL 62629- 1237 
Holbrook, Julia C. 4600 NE 15th Ave. Vancouver, WA 9866:>-3614 
Howell, Ernest E. 20771 Sonrisa Way Boca Raton, FL 3373:>-1 705 
Jackson, C. Robert 5825 Terrace Pk. Dr. Dayton, OH 45429-6049 
Johnston, Vera J. 784 S. Paddock Rd . Greenwood, IN 4614:>-881 4 
Jones, Mrs. Ras 1332 Chestnut St. Bowling Green, KY 42101·3467 
Kettell , Carla J. 2411 Brown St. Durham, CA 95938-9620 
Kirkpatrick, Mildred 1905 Kentucky Ave. Poplar Bluff, MO 63901·7223 
Lehmann, Joanne K. 379 Pippin Clr. Conway, AR 72032·5527 
Lightfoot, Mary Hestand 3700 PacifIC Ave Apt 1211 Livermore, CA 94550-4867 
Mathews, Earl 3197 N High School Rd . IndianapolIS , IN 46224-2003 
Meador, Ann 924 Cave Mill Rd . Bowling Green, KY 42104-4679 
Merry, Jack 15223 14th Ave NW Gig Harbor,WA 98332·971 9 
Miller, Donald R. 283 Matlock Pike Bowling Green, KY 42104-7431 
Miller, Gail Jackson 425 Mldcrest Dr. Jlowling Green, KY 42101 ·9240 
Minton, John & Betty 645 Ridgecrest Way Bowling Green, KY 42104-38 18 
MorriS, Charline Wiley POBox 507 Linden , TX 7556:>-059, 
O'Brien , Carol 156 Bunker Creek Rd. ChehalIS, WA 98532·9706 
Pierson, Robert A & Mary K 1216 Hichory Hill Dr. Gautier, MS 3955:>-2324 
Raymer, Lloyd 405 Austin Raymer Rd . Bowling Green, K : 4C 10 1·9}O: 
Robbins, Wanda POBox 27 Allons, TN '854 1·00 ~ --
Roberts, Mr & Mrs EdWin T 1912 Cedar Canyon Dr NE Atlanta , GA 30345·4CC 




























Leon & Patricia 
Peggy 
Gene & Gloria 
Vernon 
Leslie J. 
Robert & Betty 
Dorothy R. 
Dorothy D. 
104 Valley brook Ave. 
65 Schwarzkopf St. 
3491 Tracy Dr. 
2919 Meadow View Rd. 
331 Bellevue Ave. 
7809 Farrell Dr. 
3803 Seda liaTr. 
1551 Orchard Dr. 
2366 Roger Cole Rd. 
26 17 Smallhouse Rd. 
RR 1 Box 20 
1118 Nahm Dr. 
704 McElroy Way 
334 N. Rice Rd. 
1256 Palo Vista Rd. 
666 Covington Ave. 
578 S Shoreline Blvd. 
Bowling Green, KY 
BOWling Green, KY 
Santa Clara , CA 
Falls Church , VA 




BOWling Green, KY 
Bowling Green, KY 
Ullin, lL 
Bowling Green, KY 
Bowling Green, KY 
Ojai, CA 
Greenwood, IN 
BOWl ing Green, KY 


















BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS BY THE SOUTHERN KENTUCKY 
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
THE LONGHUNTER, 40 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11, 4 Issues per year, stapled, $15.00 per 
year, pp. Back issues from 1978 are available at $4.00 each. 
THE LONGHUNTER ANCESTOR INDEX, VOL, 1,8112 X 11, sit bd,ndxd, lists 
over 10,000 ancestors and spouses of SKGS members, 246 pgs. $24.00 plus 
$2 .50 SH. 
THE LONGHUNTER ANCESTOR INDEX, VOL. 11,8112 x 11, ndxd, hardbound 
lists 8400 ancestors and spouses of 98 SKGS members, most of whom have 
joined the SKGS since Vol I was published in 1990, 191 pgs. $27.50 plus $2.50 
SH. 
1810 WARREN COUNTY, KY CENSUS, 8 1/2 x 11, 82 pgs,slt bd, full name ndx. 
$17.50 pp. 
These books may be ordered from the SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEA-
LOGICAL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 1782,Bowling Green, KY 42102-1782. Kentucky 
residents add 6% sales tax. 
• 
• 
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INDEX 
ABSHER AMrt!W. 9 BEAUCHAMP BOWLES BURKE 
Mary Bea. 20 Samuel. 24 James T . 6 G. L. . 6 Mary. 19 
ACKERMAN ATKINSON Phil. 6 Thomas. 25 Pat. 19 
Peter. 6 Jane. 19 BECK BOWLING BURN.<M 
ADAIR BACON Bever1y. 9 W. W .. 6 Benne •. 24 
Fr .. 9 L. L .. 6 E. R .. 17 BOYCE Came. 5 
Robert F. 18 BAILEY Elihu. 9 J" ... 32 BURNETT 
Robert T. 17 A. B .. 18 John R .. 21 Wi~ •. 32 Marth. J .• 16 
ADAMS l$I2el. 20 Reuben. 9 BRADLEY Mary E .. 16 
C. J .. 6 J. P .. 18 Sarah E .. 17 Dailey 0 .. 15 N. A .. 16 
Ely . 6 LOUIsa B .. 18 Tabitha W . H. W .. 6 BURNS 
George, 6 BALDWIN (stocklonl. 21 BRADSHAW Edward. 29 
James. 9 --. 6 'IVIlam. 10 Edw1on:t. 31 John. 23 
John. 9 BALL BECKHAM BRASHEAR Sarah (GlazeI.23 
ALEXANDER - . 26 P. H .. 10 RlcIuln:t. 6 Susan. 23 
C. J .. 6 BALLARD BEDINGER W. C .. 6 BURTON 
Franlc. 6 Bently. 27 George W .. 6 'IVI1. 6 C. W .. 6. 10 
J. W .. 9 Diana (- I. 27 BELK BRATCHER Lucy. 21 
R .. 32 BALLOU/BALLEW William R .• 18 Lettie A .. 16 BURWELL 
Reuben. 10 Jane. 21 , 38 BELL BRATTON L ..... s. 27 
ALFORD BANKS R. C .. 13 G..,.-ge. 26, 211. 31 BUSTOR 
W. T .. 10 Henry. 25 BELLER BREEDING B .. 28 
ALLEN BARCLAY W. B .• 6 F. M .. 6 BUTLER 
C. S .. 5. 6 /lrin . 19 BER~ROT S. T., 6 Ale • • 15 
John. 25 Dallid. 30. 31 IoJIJ .. 6 BRWI D. C., 18 
M. P .. 10 EI. 19. 25 BERRY Robert. 28 Elzaboth. 32 
ALLEY J. H. 6 George,9 BRIGGS Nolie. 15 
Oacia, 21 J. W .. 6 BERRYMNI J. A. , 6 BUTTON 
ALLISON Joe. 6 J ..... 32 J. S .. 6 John. 29 
R. E .. 6 Proctor. 6 BETTERSWORTH Robert. 30 BUTTS 
ALLSBERRY BARLOW F. S .• 20 BRI~ John W .. 10 
Rachel. 37 Mary. 23 BErnSON W . C., 6 BYRUM 
ALMOND BARNER N. B .. 6 BRITE JohnL .. 10 
Wiliam, 10 Wiliam. 25 BICKNELL J. H., 9 M. J .. 10 
ALSUP BARNES Da". 0 .. 24 N. 0 .. 9 CABELL 
We.y (Mrs.I. 16 , George L .. 6 BLACK BROFFE B. F .. 12. 6 
AMOS J. J .. 6 'IVIl am. 26 Barbara. 15 J. A .. 8 
Btectc. 10 BARNETT BLAKELY BROOKS CADEN 
Chas. B., 10 James C .. 25 W. H .. 6 Ciltal .. E .. 16 A. E .. 8 
D. C .. 10 BARR BLAKEY BROUGH E. R .. 6 
Jaclt. 10 E. T .• 6 James M .. 30 L. S., e CALDWELL 
ANDERSON W . H .. 6 'IVIlam. 3D BROWN J. 0 .. 17 
W. P .. 10 BARRETT BLALOCK OeIIid. 10 CALLIS 
'IVI'"m. 18 J_, 21 J ......... h. 25 ObIon. 26. 30 Wash. 9 
ANDREWS BARRONE BlASlNGAM Gilbert. 6 CALVERT 
Ben. 10 R .. 6 Harry. HI James. 17 S. W .. 16 
Joe. 10 BARRY BLOCH M. J .. 6 T. C .. 8 
ARMSTRONG T. B .. 6 A .. 19 Mar1IIaE .. 17 CAMP 
J. N. M .. 13 BASHAM MoIph.6 BRUNSWICK Morton. 6 
ARNOLD Hiram. 10 BLOODWORTH 0 .. 6 CAMPBELL 
Elzabelh (potterl .35 BASS _ .34 BRYANT George W .. 9 
George W .. 35 Filmore. 10 Hamel Elizabeth. 34 John A. . 9 L. E .. 18 
James A. . 10 BATES Lucinda (- I. 34 BUCK SIJT'AJeI. 32 
L. P .. 17. 15 C. D .. 18 BOLTON N. N .. 6 'IVI'am. 10. 9 
Martha Hamel. 35 J. P .• 9 'IVIlam. 9 BUCKNER CANNON 
Sarah J_ BAUGH BONNER James. 9 MatgateI E .. 16 
(Griswoldl. 35 EIzabeIh, 16 Harry.9 Riohan:I, 9 CARLTON 
'lVl1o. 35 John. 28 BOON BUIICH _ . 35 
- . 16 BEARCE G..,.-ge.26 J. B .. 6 Ada /lrin (G<os.) 35 
ASHER John W .. 8 John. 29 BURCH EizaOeth 
Charles. 10 BEARD BOREN Che.dIe, 25 IV_en. 35 
ASPLEY Thoma. H .. 5 ElIzabeth. 34 Franc .. /lrin (-l. 25 Elzabetn 
W .. 6 BEATTY BOTTOMLEY BURDELL 
(Sj>itrnanl. 35 
ATCHISON E_. 28 --. 15 C. J .. 6 Hiram C .. 35 
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KimoaH. 35 H. T .. 6 Giles W.o 6 George. 9 DIAL 
Nina. 35 James 1< .. 6 I B .. 6 CRUMP John. 9 
CARPENTER Nerge. 6 J. Lee. 18 M. H. 9. 6 Thomas. 28. 9 
J. E .. 5 Samuel. 6 John G .. 6 William, 10 Tom. 9 
J. W .. 8 CLARKE W. A .. 6 CULLEN W F . 6 
Luth ..... 10 Bohn. 17 Winiam H .. 10 Ben N .. 6 DICKERSON 
Tom W .. 6 CLAYPOOL COOKSEY Joe. 6 A. C .. 18 
CARR A. B .. I S Eue' d. 6 CUMMINGS Themas R .. 9. 18 
W. M .. 6 A. J .. I I Fran!<. 6 --. 16 DICKEY 
CARSON Austin J .. 6 G. C .. 18 CURD James, 10 
J. D .. 6 Bon. 6. 9 Paul. 6 Richard. 24 DISHMAN 
CARTER Clarence. 6 R. B .. 20 ClJTHBERTSON Fannie. 16 
Edio M .. 18 G.C .. 6 R. E .. 8 J . C .. 6 JaM. I S 
J. A. 10 George. 22 COOMBS Jame • . 5 T. J .. 6 
Jonn H .. 6 J. J .. 9 C. M .. 6 DALTON Tom. 10 
Logan. 18 J. W .. l 0 E. H .. 6 W . W .. 19 DIVINE 
R. B .. 6 Laura A. . 15 S. W .. S DAMON se. Oe...,n8. ' 5 
Rd. V . 6 S. M .. 9 COOMES W . E .. S DIXON 
CARTWRIGHT Seon. 10 Wi~am IMB.I. 11 DAUGHETY Henry . 28. 29 
H. P .. 6 W . D .. 6 COVINGTON RoOOft.1 8 John. 27 
Jonn P .. 6 W . M .. 6 E. M. 25 DAUGHTRY DOBSON 
CASH COFFEE Ed. 6 J. H .. 6 Chan .. B .. 9 
EizaOOlh (Keilh) 35 ·.Iary. 21 Eli iah. 3 W . H .. 8 DODD 
John. 35 laney. 21 Eliiah M .. 27. 28 DAVENPORT Jonn C .. 18 
Naney Duval. 35 COHRON J. G .. 6 Charlft. 9 Lon. 6 • 
CASSADY Bon. 10 J. W .. 29 H. F .• 17 M. R. 18 
W . L. . 8 COLBURN JomW .. 2i 'NI~am . 9 Robert . 6 
CAUSEY A. L .. 6 Jos~. 25 DAVIDSON T. J .. 8 
A. M .. 15 A. L .. Jr. 6 Jo~G .. 5 Elijah. 19 DONALDSON 
CAVENS COLE R. W .. 6 DAVIS &.n. 6 
John. 28 A. H .. 9 R. Welt. 5 NancyAnnMartha 22 Chartes H .. 26 
CHANDLER Alonzo. 10 ThomasA .. 2i Nathan. 29.32 Chane. M. 30. 25 
Huston. 22 G. T .. 6 COWLES DAVISON Chanos W .. 25 
CHANEY Henry . 6 Henry. 10 A. C .. 9 Eli . 9 
J. R .. 10 James. 10 COX DAWDLE Erasmus. 6 
CHAPMAN M. L .. 9 C. F .. 9 Samuet J .. 3 1 Hugh. 6 
George. 32 COLEMAN Ella. 19 DEAN LeWIS d. 31 
H. 0 .. 10 R. I.. 18 Fredone • . 30 J. W .. 6 Polly (- ). 28 
Heten Jane. 17 Tabitha. 18 J. P .. 9 DEANE Pressley. 28. 24 
J. J .. 17 W . P .. 18 Jaclcson. 22 I. B .. 6 Saly. 25 
John. 29 Wilam. 9 T. B .. 17 DEARING Scott. 6 
Saly (- ). 32 Wilam 0 .. 18 Zachary . 9 ONe. 8 DONELLY 
Thom ••. 9 COLEY CRABB DEERING John. 6 
CHASE Henry H .. 20 W . I. . 6 Henry. 9 DONCHO 
Jam .. A.18 _ • . 9 CRADDOCK DEMlITH James. 28 
CHELF COLLARD ROOert. 25 John. 6 . 20 DOORES 
Weed. 8 Jane. 20 CRAIG DENHARDT J. J .. 6 
CHERRY Sarah. 20 Cart. 10 W . J .. 8 DORRIS 
.... ron.1 8 COLLETT JomW .. 29 Wi.am. 6 Alnham. 21 
Adam. 10 Eugene. 9 CRANDALL DENNING Rebecca 
Elijah. 10 George A .. 6 • Y K .. 17 J. C .. 6 (Mol ""'len 21 
G. W .. l0 Hamet. 23 CRISTAL DENTON DOUGHERTY 
H. H .. 13 John. 15. 9 Samuel. 6 flw:ie. 15 A. G .. a 
H. W .. 6 COLLIN CROCKETT DEVAISER OOUGHETY 
J. A .. 17 Charlft. 6 Fran!<. 6 John C .. 9 - . 20 
Jom~. 10 COLLINS Manon. 6 DEVINE DOUGHTY 
T. C .. 6 JohnW .. 6 CROFTON Peggy. IS Da"el. 28 
CHILDERS Poly (- ). 30 Gl«\le. 8 DEVINEY James. 26 
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MCFARLAND James. 3821 K. W .. 9 Robert. 10 James R.o 7 
John. 9 Jane. 21 L. R .. 10 MOTSINGER NICHOLAS 
MCGINNIS Jane (BalouiBalowl MILLS BenjaminFranldin 34 Wil.on Cary. 27 
Andrew. 10 21 Thomas. 16 Eijah. 21 . 34 NICOLL 
EI_ (Smithl 23 Jane ( 8atTeIt). 21 MINITREE John.21 A. E .. 16 
H_ah. 23 Jane (Grahaml . 21 Franc .. 14M. 21 . 38 John T .. 34 C. 0 .. 7 
James. 10 Jane (Herefordl MINOR Lucy (-). 21 . 34 Stenng.l0 
John. 23 38. 21 ~G .. 26 ManNI. 21 V. K .. 10 
R. K .. 7 John. 38. 21 Lucien. 7 MIllry T etY'IH ... NOLAN 
T. 5 .. 7 Mainda(K...,) 21 MITCHELL (Eddings). 34 Patncl<. 18 
W . R .. 9 Mary (e_l. 21 Char1H. 18 _ . 21 NORDLOW 
MCGOOOWIN Sar.h. 21 D. B .. 18 Noncy(JoI'ns). 21 .34 Frank. 7 
H. K .. 7 'MIam P .. 21 D"';d. 9 RCA I FIoodI. 34 NORVELL 
I. 0 .. 7 MERCER Eugene. 7 Samuel. 21 JennC 7 
PaIA.7 Joe. 9 Georve. 9 Thermon Ross. 34 NUGENT 
MCGOWN Joseph. 7 H. P .. 10 1lumon Datliol. 34 Owen. 7 
Franc" Virginia. 19 Nat. 10 J. A .. l1 . 7 MOTnEY Owen Jr . 
Robon. 9 MERC1-M' T. J .. 7 Char1etI . 7 NtJTTl:~ 
MCGRAW Delilah. 24 Thoma. J .. 7 E. H .. 7 G. W 
., 
John. 20 MEREDITH W . H .. 7 P. B .. 7 O'REAGN< 
Rachel. 20 CI.ude. 7 ! MIZE MOULDER 0 .1". 1 
MCGUIRE J. E .. 7 ""'lam. 7 GO«\l. B .. I 5 Tom. 1 
M. p .. 7 MERRITT MONROE VaJenline. 10 OBee-
MCKAY C. H .. 10 _ a E .. 19 MUIR WA 
. 
Feil<. 7 James. 10 MOON R .. 7 OGDEN 
FmaI<.9 W . W .. 7 J .. s • . 17. 18 MULBERGER R",*, .,. 
Poner.7 MEYLER MOORE FratW<. 7 O~ 
MCKENZIE J. J .. 7 C. M .. 7 MUNKLE JOI"I"I :0 
James A .. 7 MIDDLETON Eizal>e<II. 28 C. A. . 7 OVE~ST'I fr 
• MCKEOWN Dicy (- ). 30 G_ ;,. 3 MURRAY w E 
L .. 7 Tho<nao. 28. 30. 31 L ...... 7 A. P .. 9 w S 




Winiam, 25 W. J .. S. 7 Hannan (GattI ~2 E F . . 
John H . 15 
, 
PERLING POWELL Jacoo. 2: ROGERS 
OWENS FranK .. 7 John M .. 31 REED Thomas. 24 
Chanes Lee, 35 M .. 7 John W .. 27 I. A .. 10 ROllE 
John. 35. 15 S .. 7 POYNTER REESE C. p . 6 
Manna Hamet PERVY E. T.. 7 Josecn. 28 G. N. Jr .. 6 
IArnold). 35 W . F .. 7 PRATHER REEVES ROSS 
Mason H .. 35 PHALEN J. T .. 7 J. H .. 9 Slophon. 31 
Nancy Jane W . E .. 10 PRESTON P. M .. 20 ROSSEL 
(Haraca .. le1.35 PHELPS Jo/'n B .. 7 RENFREW Jonathan. 19 
Nina (Canton), 35 James .10 PRICE Byron. 7 ROUNTREE 
PAGE PHILLIPS Benla",,". 29. 30 RENICK Hiram. 28 
James A .. 15 Aaron. 7 G. T .. 7 Isypne"a. 1 5 Josse. 32 
PALMER . Arthur. 7 T. D .. 9 J. F .. 15 JaM . 28 
Tom. 10 D. H .. 7 PRITCHETT James. 15 ROUP 
PALMORE Emory . 7 W H .. 13 RHOADS Atcn. 7 
Reuben. 25 J. P .. 15 PROCTER Herry. 18 O. A .. 7 
PARKS James. 15. 10 B. F .. 7 Parme ••. 16 Thom .. T .. 7 
Saran. 20 Sid. 10 Joe H .. 7 RICE ROUSE 
W . H .. 7 W . H .. 7 PULLIAM - . 20 Laura Tilitha, 37 
PATRICK PICKETT Catlett. 7 RICHARDS , Samuel. 37 
fal11lly . 23 GOOfge Sr .. 27 PURDYS George C .. 7 ROYALTY 
PATIERSON PILLSBURY Edmond. 28 John. 18 H. W .. 18 
A. Y .. 7 Keith. 7 PYLE Wihm. 9 RUNNER 
Bet.y. 21 W . E .• 7 J. W .• 7 RICHARDSON A. C .. 9 
F. Y .. 7 POE QUISENBERRY Edward. 28. 29 E. L .. 15 
J. R .. 7 Char1es.8. 9 J. S .. 17 RICHJEY R. B .. 9 
Sue L .. 20 Thoma •. 7 Lucy . 17. 18 H .. 15 W . E .. 9 '. PATTESON POLLARD Wibm. 9. 18 Nancy C (-I. 20 Wilam. 10 
C. C .. 7 Thoma • • 7 RABOLD Nettie. 15 RUSSELL 
PAYNE PORTER D. J .. 7 Wilam.20 Chane. M .• 7 
E. G .. 7 CW .. 7 RAGLAND Wi.am C .. 20 Vincert, 7 
J. H .. 7 E. A.. 7 A. J .. 7 RICHMOND SALISBURY 
Tully R .. 25 E. H .. 7 Mdr_J .. 19 Lweria.17 B. V .. 7 
Wihm R .. 28. 30.28 Frar«. 7 Charte •. 7 ROANE SANSOM 
PEARSON Harold. 7 Frances Virginia M. B .. 10 George W .. 7 
W . H .. 9 L. R .. 7 (McG~'. 19 ROBB SATTERFIELD 
PEEBLES Nat A .. 7 Grundy. 7 Blanche. 5 Henry . 7 
De,lahtMercnanll24 R. E .. 9 Herry. 7 J. W .. 10 SAVIDGE 
Henry W. 24 W . F .. 7 Hugh. 7 W.D .. 5 Lillioben"!. 25 
Martha JaM POSEY J. p .. 10 ORBERSON SCHERER 
(Green,. 24 P.·E .. 7 · W . J .. 9 D.".d H .. 18 George A .. 5 
Thoma. Jr .. 24 POTTER W . S .. 8 _ .23 SCHNEIDER 
PENCE Amy (- ,. 28 RASDELL Jane (Thoma.,. 23 Joe. 7 
J.J .. 7 C. C .. 13 L. D .. 10 Jam WI.am. 23 SCHUTZ 
PENDLETON ct..I1esW .. 9 RAY Thoma'.n 
I 
Wiliam. 7 
J. M .. 19 Clnton. 9 BrojarTin. 18 - (GotI). 23 SCOFIELD 
PENICK Ellabell!. 35 F",""in. 1 9 ROBERTSON Calhanne (-I 26 
Thoma • • 18 Eugene. 7 Hetty A .. 18 J. M .. 7 I Herry. 28 PENNER F<Alon R .. 10 Hiclalson. 19 ROBINSON SCOTI 
C. B .. 16 H. P .. 6. 7 J. E .. 18 D.".d H .. 30 
I 
Nancy. 22 
Malvina. 17 J. E .. 5. 7 READ J. A .. 10 Nath""'eI. 2 1 
Pet .... 17 J. W .• 10 H. C .. 15 J. M .. 25 I Sarah(Hereforol 21 
PoHy Ann. 16 J. Whit. 7 RECTER Joe. 10 I WiHiam M .. 7 
W . F .. 9 Jamal. 10 S. C .. 10 Jam A.. 7 I SEARS 
PERKINS Jam M .. 7 RECTOR ROCHESTER I Mien. 9 Ar1h<¥.7 L. D .. 7 W. W .. 9 Nez. 7 I 
Clay. 9 
Ben F .. 10 L ...... 28. 7 REDFORD Wllam. 7 Raletgh. 9 
J. C .. 7 M.C .. 10 J. F .. 7 RODES 
I 
SETTLE 
JHM.26 Morgan. 7 REDMAN Jam B .. 7 B.M .. 7 
Martha R .. 20 Mo .... 7 J. C .. 7 Robert. 7 Chane • . 29 . 30 
Rebecca M .. 15 P. J .. 5. 7 REECE RobertJr .. 7 I J. S .. 7 Stapleton. 7 P. T .. 7 Abranam. 22 W . O .. 7 Simon. 7 
W. H .20 Ple.sal'll: J., 12 Elizabeth (Gott) 22 ROEMER T. F .. 7 
• 
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W. E .. 7 Soc", a M (- ). 26 SPENCER J. L .. 7 N. C .. 18 
SHANKS SLEDGE Grillln. 26 J. L.Jr .. 7 Nancy IvYI G .. 20 
G. W .. 9 H. M .. 9 Wi~am . 20 Sam. 7 Nancy T.. 15 
Henry.24 WiAi am. 9 SPILLJMN STOVALL RhOda C .. 17 
SHANNON SLOSS EliDbe\h. 35 H. F .. 7 Robert. 9 
Ann E1iD. 18 Manon. 10 SPROUSE 1. S .. 15 Si~ • . 7 
Hamson. 18 SMALL Hervy . 10 ST~E Zacnanah. 26 
SalT'<JeI. 18 H. B .. 7 SQUIRES F. L .. 7 TEMPLE 
SHARKY SMALLHOUSE John. 22 N. R .. 10 A. L .. 7 
Palnck. 31 C. G .. 7. 9. 6 Mary (GoU) . 22 Roche,lar. 7 Bet'la ... n. 29. 31 
SHARP Ed. 7 STAGG sruBBINS M. E .. 7 
J. R .. 7 Geo .. 7 John W _ 7. 19 J. B .. 7 THOMAS 
Solomon P .. 32 SMALLWOOD STAGNER sruRGEON B. D .. 17 
SHARPE Mary B. (- I. 19· J. W .. 19 J. W .. 7 FronkM .. 7 
Julia A .. 19 SMITH STAHL John. 16 H. K. Jr .. 18 
SHARRER B. C .. 18 -'lex. 10 SUBLETT Hardy. 15 
MeSH. 20 C. B .. 7 Ben. 10 S. B .. 7 Ja"..23 
SHARRY C. C .. 10 Benj1Inin. 15 Tomp J .. 7 K1ah. 7 
Willam. 32 C. O .. 9 John. 9 Wilam. 2O LUCInda. 15 
SHARER D. A. . 17 STANLEY SULLIVAN Nat/1an. 25 
HerYY. 7 Oa"d. 20 Am(Heraford) . 21 P. B .. 7 R. C. P .. 7 
HerYY Jr .. 7 Oa"d T .. 27 - . 21 R. L .. 7 Sarah H .. 17 
SHERIDAN Elijah. 9 STARK T. J .. 7 T. W .. 7 
Harry. 20 ElIDbe\h. 23 J. 0 .. 7 Sl.t.IPTER ViIP .. I S , SHERRILL H. F .• 7 J. W .. 7 E. B .• 7 Wimam H. 18 
Ben F . 9 HerYY. 7 STEBBINS J. B .. 7 Zacheriah. 15 
- SHIELDS HugnF .. 16 J. W .• 7 S. W .. 7 - . 17 
Sam. 9 J .• 18 STEEBY W . C .. 7 THOMPSON 
W. T .• 9 J. J .. 10 John. 27 SWiEARENGEN Anna. 20 
SHOBE Jam" Perry. 9 STEPHe4S Benoni. 31 ArtIv. 31 
LL.CIW.l 0 Jane E1iD. 18 J. V .. 7 . 16 John. 31 ChanH.7 
SHROAOER Joe 0 .. 7 Women. IS L __ 31 Daniel W .. 20 
G.N .• 17 John. 10 STERRETT saIy,31 G. W .. 7 
Mary IvYI (- ). Ie JohnP .. 18 J_M .. 7 Thomas. 31 Goldman P .. 32 
Robert. 10 JoaepI1 H .. 26 Thomas Jr .. 20 Wil am C .. 31 JHse, 7 
SIBLEY JoaepI1 J .. 18 STEVESON SWiEARINGEN Nancy (-). 20 
Emma S .. 20· Lawrenc •. 25 John. 9 --Hlr.). 9 Wilam. 20 
SIMMONS M. M .. 10. 18 WiI. 9 SWEAT THORNTON 
CI\ar1H H. Jr .. 23 Roland. 7 STEWART John. 10 James. 16 
Oa"d. 28. 29 S. E .. 15 a..-.l0 SWEATT TI ERNEY 
Hamet J3.ne SUsan Enii".. 18 Garnll. 9 GaorveH .. 17 Nn., 16 
(Hl.Cchlns). 23 T. J .. 5. 11. 7. 6. 9 Torn, 10 GaorveW .. 19 James. 19 
J. M .. 7 T. Pilcher. 9 Wilam. 28.25. 32 Gaorve W . Sr .. 19 TIGERT 
J. W .. 7 W . A. . 10 STICE SWEENEY John. 32 
John. 23 Wlsnnglon. 29 _ . 32 J_E .. 10 TILLER 
Per",e". 17 Wilam. 9. 22. 10 Nancy (- ). 32 ~5(-). 17 Thoma'.32 
Suoan (B""'123 Wila",. 8. 15 STlLL TABOR TINDER 
Wilam. 17 SMOOT J. S .. 19 Wilam. 9 Wilam S .. 25 
SIMPSON R. K .. 15 STOCKTON TALBOTT TINSLEY 
Hugn. 25 SNEED Tabitha W .. 21 Nathan. 10 John N .. Ie 
SIMS Char1H. 19 STONE TARRANTS TOOPS 
J. C .. 18. 7 Mary. 19 D. B .. 9 Terry. 20 W . F .. 5 
SKAGGS SOUTH D.E .. 9 TAYLOR TOWNSEND 
Jame • . 9. 32 HerYY. 7 Dariel. 20 A. H .. 7 G. E .. 7 
SKILES J .... H .. 17 J. WOOd. 19 _ . 9 TRAVELSTEAD 
ChanHW .. 10 John. 7 John. 20 Cam. (B"",a"'l. 5 H. H .. 10 
Jacob.26 SOUTHER John E .. 9 F. K .. 7 TRIPP 
L. H .. 18 J. H .. 10 R. D .. 10 J. A .. 9 G. M .. 7 
Richard. 10 SOX Virgil . 10 J. L .. 9 TRUITT 
Willi am. 15 Wiiam. 32 W . T .. 10 Jamn W .. 17 John 5 .. ' 5 
SKINNER , SPALDING STORTS John. 7 TURNER 
• ~xander. 25 I A. 5 .. 9 Thoma. H .. 19 JoseQh. 17. 20. 26 John. 19 SLAUGHTER SPECK STOUT Milon. 15 TURPIN 
Robert F .. 26 G. E .. 10 E. B .. 7 _ . 20 Jom. 7 
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TWYMEN W ALLACE H. D .. 9 
Sarah. 22 WOOTEN 
R. C .. 7 George A., 5 Henry. , 0 
Thomas.n En,ha. 23 
TYLER WALTON Jackson. 11 
Willi am C .. 27 Nancy 23 
James W 7 J. C .. B John H .. 17 
WI LLIS Peter. 8 
UNDERWOOD WARDEN M. O .. , 0 
George . a WORK 
F. V .. 7 Elizabeth. , 9 Polly. ,8 
WILLOUGHBY Sa"",el. 30 
Robert . 7 L. J.. B WHITED 
John. 9 WOR~INGTON 
W . T .. 7 WARDLAW James. 19 
WILMOT V .. & 
WalTen L .. 19 James A .. 10 WHITLOCK 
Pat.y . , 8 W RIGHT 
UPTON WARFIELD L. T.. :;0 W ILSON 
A. C .. & 
Ab. 17. , 0 Cha" e'. 29 WHITTE1NDON 
B.N .• 9 Chane • . , 0 
Eli jah. , 0 EIi~h. 29. 30 Eizabetll. ,7 
G. T.. 8 D. W .. & 
VALENTI WARREN W IGAND 
J. H .. 17 George. 21 
F. J.. 7 Jose(ln. 3 Jam. 8 
J . T .. 17 H. B .. & 
VANMETER WATERS WILCHER 
J ••••. 17 J. WiK. & 
Abraham. 35 James.l S JOSIah. 21 
Jam. , 0 Rebecca, 21 
Eli.z:aoeth. 35 Li' an. 15 Saran \Meadowsl21 
Martin. 9 5 .. 21 
JacoD.24 Mane. 15 WILCOXSON 
Minnl • . 17 T. B .. & 
Sarah (- I, 3S WATKINS Jennie LOI'. 18 
Russ ... 9 Willi am. 38 
VANCE W . R .. & WILEY 
Wi lfi am. 9 WiYi am R .• 8 
B_""n.28. 27 WATT A~ia . 23 
Wooalord. 16 WYATT 
John T . 17 Ben. & Bento""" Sr .. 23 
W INANS Alex. & 
VENABLE : d. & Qna"..W .. , 6 
Chane • . 8 WYLIE 
Joe. , 0 Jesse. 11 Jell. 9 
W . B .. 8 W . B .. 8 
R. H .. 7 Nancy. ,6 Polly. ,8 
W INKLE1MAN YOUNG 
VERNON Sa""'''' . 18 WILFORD 
Mari • . 15 .0. . 0 .. 16 
Elizabeth. 17 Wash. 9 . 10 I. B .• 8 . 8 
WINSON Ada. ,8 
Vlrindo. H WEBB R. M .. 8 
5 •• "'n,in, 21 Asher Leon. 12 '. 
Wih m.17 Ben. 8 WILKERSON 
W INSTEAD E. G .. " 
VICK J. H .. 8 J. H .. 8 
L. D .. 8 Ellie Si ,' _son. ,2 
Ernest. 7 WELCH J. M .. 10 
T. V .. 8 LOl.ua (- ).1 8 
J. W .. 7 T. 5 .. 8 WILKINS 
WIll-IERSPOON YOUNGLOVE 
VINSONIWINSON WEST Char1ee. 30 
T. M .. 8 J. I. . 5 
Darnet.21 J. T .. & Cooper. & 
WOMACK 
Rosamund Wl-lALEN J. M .. , 1 
R. B .. 8 PhiU. 31 
(Her.ford). 21 J . H .. :;:O John M .. & 
WONDERFIELD 
VOGEL Val.nlln'. , 0 , WILLIAMS 
J .. 40 
E1is. 19 Wl-lALiN Daniel. 22 
WOOD 
George. 8 Wii am. H .10 EizaDeth. 22 
Georg. W .. 8 
JoI'n. 8 WHEELER G. P .. 8 
Jam J .. 9 
VOLK Ama D .. 19 Is •• c. 22 
0110. 28 
Qnanes.37 Ch_. 8 J. Tom. 10 . & 
WOOOCOCK 
Mary 1V'n. 37 H. F .. 8 James M .. 10 
lMaem. 9 
VOTAW JamM .. 9 Jam. 22. 20 
WOODS 
M. W .. 9 lM"m H .. 19 Mary . 22 
Jam D .. 9 
WAGAN WHITE Melvina. 22 
WOOr:;JoNARD 
D. W .. 20 E. H .. 10 Nancy (Scott). 22 
Jam T .. 8 
WALKER Ed. 9 Poly. 20 
T. 0 .. 19 
Johjn. 27 E.-y.1 5 Robert . 22 
Shadenctc.25 Eug_. 10 
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS FROM LONGHUNTER MEMBERS 
RAYMER ROOTS. 8 1/2 " 11 15 pgs, 2 Issues per yr, stapled, 5600 per year pp Order 
from lloyd Raymer. 405 Auslln Raymer Rd , Bowling, KY 421 01 
SUMNER CO, TN MARRIAGES, 1839-1875, 220 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11 , sft bd, ndxd 52700 pp 
Order from Mrs Sue SO!JrI()Ck 537 L C Carr Rd , Bowling Green, KY 421 01 or from Mrs E 
W Stinson, 615 Fairdale Ave 30wllng Green, KY 42103 
DEED ABSTRACTS - WARREN CO, KY, 1797-1812, 147 P9' 61110 hrd bd, ndxd, 53000 
DEED ABSTRACTS - WARREN CO, KY, 1812-1821 , 204 pgs 6x10 hrd bd, ndxd, 532 50 
DEED ABSTRACTS - SUMNER CO, TN , 1793-1805, 175 pgs 6x10, hrd bd, ndxd, $3000 
DEED ABSTRACTS - SUMNER CO, TN , 1806-1817, 192 pgs 6x10 hrd bd, ndxd, $30 00 
DEED ABSTRACTS - WILLIAMSON CO, TN 1799-1811 (Includes present counties of Maury, 
Giles, and part of Lawrence) hrd bd, ndxd, 530 00 
DEED ABSTRACTS - LOGAN CO, KY, 1792-1813, (Incll/des parts of present counties of 
Simpson, Todd, Butler Warren Muhlenberg, Christian, Allen, Hopkins, Barren. Caldwell , 
Henderson, LIVingston, and Llnlon), 176 pgs Sft bd ndxd, $33 00. 
DEED ABSTRACTS - WHITE CO, TN , 1801-1820, VOLS. A - F, sft bd, ndxd, $30 00 
Order from Joyce Mart in Murray, 2921 Daniels, Dallas, TX 75205 Add $3 SH for one book 
plus 50 for each additional book. Texas residents add S8 25 state sales tax 
1850 WARREN CO. KY CENSUS, 327 pgs, hd bd, ndxd, 8 1/2 x 11 , $33 pp. 
1860 WARREN CO, KY CENSUS, 388 pgs, sft bd, ndxd, 8 1/2 x 11 , 532.50 pp. Order from 
Mrs. Pat Reid, 640 E Main Ave, Bowling Green, KY 42101-6907, KY res add 6% sales tax 
SOME COLLIER FAMILIES AND FOLKS THEY'RE KIN TO, 35 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11, sft bd, ndxd, 
58.50 pp 
THE RECORD BOOK OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH, HUSTONVILLE, KY 1858-1944, 136 
pgs, ndxd, $27 00 pp 
THOMAS ENGLISH, DESCENDANTS AND SOME OF THEIR KIN, 165 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11 , hrd 
bd, ndxd. 532.00 pp. 
SOME COLLIER FAMILIES, DESCENDANTS OF JOHN COLLIER AND SARAH HORTON, 
1741-1991 , 176 pgs, 8 112 X 11, ndxd, hrd bd , $3700 pp. 
SOME COLLIER FAMILIES, DESCENDANTS OF ~oel~T COLLIER AND ISABELLA 
DODDINGTON, 2nd edition, 8 1/2 x 11 . 376 pgs, ndxd, hrd bd, $48 .00 pp. 
SOME MARTIN FAMILIES, DESCENDANTS OF MARTIN DE TOURS AND GEVA DE 
BURCI, 1033-1991 , 8 1/2 x 11 , 130 pgs, ndxd. hrd bd, $32.50 pp. 
Order from Leroy/Mildred Collier, 1644 Smallhouse Rd, Bowling Green, KY 42104-3256 
Kentucky residents add 6% sales tax. 
BLACK POWDER TO BLACK GOLD - THE LIFE AND TIMES OF WILLIAM E. HOBSON. 
$2500 Order from Peggy Bush, 1927 Price Ave, Bowling Green, KY 42104 
HARMONY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH - 150 YEARS, 116 pgs, 6 x 9, sft bd, S 7 00 
Order from linda Lambert. 778 Pope - Trammel Rd, Scottsville, KY 42164. 
WILLIAM P. HOLLAND 1836 - 1904 OF MACON CO, TENNESSEE. Contact Barbara 
Holland Hood, 965 E Bradbury Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46203 for Information on orde[1ng 
